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Chapter-1 
Elements of Probability and Statistics 
1. Introduction: -
In this chapter we present some definitions and important results 
that will be used in developing the subject matter of the subsequent 
chapters. 
2. Random Variable: -
A random variable is a numerical valued function defined on the 
sample description space. Often the function is the identity function. In 
this case the values, which the random variable can assume, are the 
elements of sample description space. 
A random variables is said to be discrete if the number of 
elements in the sample description space is either finite or countably 
infinite, otherwise it is called a continuous random variable. 
An event is any subset of the sample description space. 
The event Ai and A2 are said to be mutually exclusive if the occurrence 
of one precludes the occurrence of the other that is if y^ j n ^^ 2 = ^. 
3. Distribution Function: -
The point fimction F(x) = P{ co: X(o)) <x} = P {X~^ (-oc^  00)} 
defined on R is called a distribution function. A distribution function so 
defined has a number of important properties. We use the notation 
P(X<x) = P{a):X{(D)<x}. 
Every F(x), with the following properties: 
(a) F{x) is increasing. 
(b)F(-oo) = 0, F(oo) = land, 
(c) F(x) is continuous at least from the left, defines a random variable of 
which F(x) is the distribution function. 
4. Probability mass or density function: -
A function p{xi) or fx(x) defined over R^ is said to be 
probability mass or density function if. 
00 
p{xi)>0\/i, and ^p{xi) = l 
00 
or /(:c)>0, and J/(xyjc = l 
—00 
and in this situation, 
X 
F{x)= lf{t)dt 
—00 
where, 
f(x) = ^F(x) 
ax 
5. Characteristic Function: -
Let ^ be a random variable with distribution function F{x) 
then the function, 
where f is a real number and i is the imaginary unit, is called the 
characteristic function of the random variable X. 
5.1 Theorem: - The characteristic function of the sum of an arbitrary 
finite number of independent random variable equals the product of their 
characteristic functions. 
If ^ is a random variable of the continuous type with density 
function f(x), its characteristic function is of the form 
00 
(/>{t) = E{^^)= jf{x)e'^''dx. 
—00 
5.2 Invei^ion Theorem: - Let F{x) and ^{t) denote respectively the 
distribution function and characteristic of the a random variable X. If 
a + h and a-h (h>0) are continuity points of the distribution function 
F(x),then 
T 
Fia + h)-Fia-h)= lim — f ^HL^g-'^^^CO^/ 
7'^oo2;rJy, t 
If the characteristic function is absolutely integrable over the interval 
(-00, oo) then the corresponding density function f(x) can be denoted by 
^(t). After dividing by 2/;, the above equation becomes, 
F{a + h)-F{a-h) ,._ 1 ""rsmht^.ttr 
ih • r->Qo 
lim — e "^6(t)dt 
—00 
-itx. When /2->0, the expression under the integral sign tends to e ^(t). 
Then we obtain 
F{a + h)-'F{a-h) 1 00 
—00 
r ( x ) = / (x) = J - je-^''mdt 
2;r 
—00 
6. Estimation of parameters: -
An unknown quantity 6 is said to be the parameter of a 
probability distribution if characterizes it. A real valued fimction 
r («!,•••, a„) is said to be an estimator -of ^ if (aj, • • •, a„) denotes sample 
values obtained from the population following the probability distribution 
under consideration. 
Given below are some desirable properties of a 'good' estimator. 
Elements of Probability and Statistics 
6.1 Unbiasedness: -
Unbiasedness is a property associated with finite n. A statistics 
^n - ^ni^\y^2>"' ^ ^n) ^^ ^^ ^^  ^^  ®^ "^^  unbiased estimator of parameter 0 
if E{dn) = e. 
6.2 Consistency: -
Let ^„be an estimator of 6 based on a sample of size n. Then 
^„ is a consistent sequence of estimator of 6 (or ^„ is consistent for 6) 
if, 
6^ >6 as «->oo 
that is for every G> 0, 
lim P ( | ^ „ - ^ | > G ) = 0 
or equivalentiy, for every €> 0,;/ > 0, 
P ( | 4 - ^ | < G ) > 1 - ; 7 , n>N 
Where N is some very large value n. 
6.3 Efficiency: -
A ^ 
If $1 is the most efficient estimator with variance, Vi and $2 is 
any other estimator with variance V2 then the efficiency E of ^2 is 
defined as, 
E cannot exceed unity. 
Elements of Probability and Statistics 
6.4 Sufficient Estimator: -
An estimator is said to sufficient for a parameter, if it contains all 
the information in the sample regarding the parameter. If 
T = t{xi,X2,-'-,x^) is an estimator of a parameter 9, based on a sample 
x\,X2,---,Xn of size n from the population with density f{x,6) such that 
the conditional distribution of J:I,X2,-sJi^/j given T is independent of 6, 
then T is sufficient estimator for 0. 
6.5 Minimum variance Unbiased Estimator (MVUE): -
If a statistics t = t{xi,X2,--,x„) based on a sample of size n is 
such that, 
(i) t is unbiased and 
(ii) It has smallest variance among the class of all unbiased estimator of 
0, then t is called minimum variance unbiased estimator of 0. More 
precisely t isa minimum variance unbiased estimator of 0 if E{t) = 0 
and 
Varit)<Var(t') 
Where t' is any other unbiased estimator 0. 
That is £ ( 0 = ^ 
7. Cramer-Rao inequality: -
Let Xi,X2,---,X„ be a random sample from probability density 
ftmction f{x,0),0e&. Let T be an unbiased estimator of g{0), then 
under certain regularity conditions (stated below): 
1(0) 
where I(0)^E(-^\ogL{x,0)\ 
Elements of Probability and Statistics 
= -E 
\ 
\ogL(x,0) 
is Fisher's information about 0 contained in the sample Xi,X2,'--,X„. 
The regularity conditions for the Cramer-Rao inequality are as given 
below: 
(i) The parameter space 0 is a non-degenerate open interval on the 
real line R (-00, co). 
(ii) For almost all A^  = (JCI , • • •, J^n), and for all 0e&, ^TL(X, 6) exists, 
od 
the exceptional set, if any, is independent of ^. 
(iii) The range of integration is independent of the parameter 6, so that 
fix,d) is differentiable under integral sign. 
ae' he \f()dx=\-f()dx 
(iv) The conditions of uniform convergence of integrals are satisfied so 
that differentiation under the integral sign is valid. 
( V ) 
( d ^ 
od J 
, exists and is positive for all 9&&. 
8. Method of Estimation: 
Given below are some methods of obtaining an estimator of a 
population parameter through sample observations. 
8.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimator: -
Let x\yX2i-",Xn be a random sample of size n from a 
population with density function f{x,'0). Then the likelihood function of 
the sample values xj, X2, • • •, X;^  is their joint density function, given by 
Elements of Probability and Statistics 
n L=f{x^.e)f{x2,e)-f{x^,e)=Y[f{xi,e) 
i=\ 
L gives the relative likelihood that the random variables assumes a 
particular set of values xj, ^2, • • •, x„. 
The maximum likelihood consists in finding an estimator (of the 
parameter), which maximized L for variations in the parameter. Thus if 
A A 
there exists a function 6 = 0{xi, X2, • • • > ^ «) of the sample values which 
maximizes L for variations in 0, then 0 is to be taken as an estimator of 
0. Thus 0 is the solution, if any, of 
^ = O a n d ^ < 0 
Since Z>0 , so is logX which shows that L and log I attain their 
extreme values (maximum or minima) at the same value of 0. The first of 
the above two equations can be rewritten as, 
i . ^ = 0 ^ '-^ = 0 (1) 
L 80 30 ^ ^  
a form which is much more convenient fi-om practical point of view. 
Equation (1) is usually referred to as the Likelihood Equation. 
8.2 Method of Moments: -
Let f(x;0i,02,'-y^k) b® the density function of the parent 
population with k parameters 0\y02,-",0k' If y"r denote the r^^ 
moment about origin, then 
00 
/ i ;= jx''fix;0i,02,-,0„)dx, {r = \a,"-,k) (2) 
- 0 0 
In general M{>M2r",Mk will be function of the parameters 
0l,02r-->^k' 
Let Xj, i = 1,2,- • •,« be a random sample of size n from the given 
population. The moment consists in solving the A:-equations (2) for 
6\,92,---,0k i" terms of //i,//2>""»/^A: ^^^ then replacing these 
moments fi'r ,r = 1,2, • • •, ^  by the sample moments. For example, 
= Oj ( m'l, m2,"-,m]t ) ; / = 1,2,---,^  
th 
Where m| is the i moment about in the sample. 
Then by the method of moments Oi,0i,---,Ok are the required estimators 
of 01,02,- •,0/^ respectively. 
9. Bayes decision rule: -
Let x\,X2,--',x„ be n independent and identically distributed 
random variables from a density f(x\6), 9 belongs to Q, where the 
function / ( . |^) is assumed known except for 0. The problem is to 
estimate a specific function ^(^) . The Bayesian approach to the 
estimation of ^ (^ ) , assumes the existence of a probability distribution on 
O. This probability distribution specified by a completely known 
probability density fimction giff), describes the degree of belief in 
possible parameter values prior to an observation being made and 
consequently it is called a prior distribution. Thus the unknown 0 may be 
considered as the realized value of some random variable 6, whose 
probability density fiinction g{d) is known. The additional information 
of known g{&) can be incorporated into estimation procedures by means 
of the posterior distribution of 9 given ^ i = Jcj, ^ 2^ = ^2»" "'^w = -"^w • 
g{0) 
Let g {0\xi,X2,---,Xn) = 
( n \ 
h{xi,X2,-'-,Xn) 
n 
where /i(xi,JC2,-,x„)= J Y[f{xi\0)g{e)de 
g {9\x\,X2i---,Xn) may be interpreted as describing an experimenter's 
degree of belief in different possible values of 6. After the observations 
x\,X2y---yX„ have been made and consequently it is called Posterior 
distribution of 6 (according to prior density g(.))- Thus the sample 
observations change a decision makers degree of belief by changing a 
prior distribution into a Posterior distribution. 
We have some prior information suggesting that some values of 
6 are more probable than other. To be mare precise, we assume that the 
elements 6 of 0 are the values of a random variable 8 whose 
distribution has density function giO). Then the average risk associated 
with d is, 
r{d,g)=\R{d,e)g{d)dd 
0 
= \{\L{d,e)dF0)g{9)de 
0 Q 
and Bayes rule suggests choosing that d for which r{d,g) is minimum 
that is Bayes rule states that choose d e D, 
r(d*,g)<r(d,g) \fdED 
A decision function d, which minimize r(d, g) is called Bayes 
solution of the decision problem with respect to the apriori density g{6). 
The resulting minimum of r{d,g) is called a Bayes risk relative 
to g(.). In order to apply Bayes, we have to assume that the elements of 
0 are the values of random variables 6, whose density g(6) is known. 
In the problem of estimation of a parameter 6 with the loss 
function proportional to the squared error, a Bayes rule with respect to a 
given prior distribution is to estimate 6 by posterior mean. 
To fix the idea, let f{x\6) be the probability density function of 
X and g{9) be the prior density of 6, then the joint density of x and 6 
is, 
Kx,e)=g{G)f{x\e) 
Hence, the posterior distribution of 9 given X = x has the density. 
7U{9\x) = —. ; (3) 
' \f{x\e).g{e)de 
0 
thus when the loss function is proportional to the squared error, the 
posterior expected loss given X = x\s, 
\L{d,e) n{e\x)de (4) 
0 
to find the action d that minimize this expression we may set the 
derivative with respect to d in (4) equal to zero that is, 
J —L{d,e) 7t{e\x)de=o 
0 ^^ 
This solution will be Bayes estimator. It may be noted that if the loss 
function is squared error, a Bayes decision rule with respect to a given 
prior distribution of 6 is to estimate 6, the mean of the posterior 
distribution of 6, given the observation. 
10 
10. Order Statistics: -
If the random variable Xj X2»"'>^« ^® arranged in ascending 
order of magnitude and then written as: 
Then Xi-^'is called / order statistic X(/)is also be used for i^ order 
statistic in a sample of size n. The two terms 
Xi.n=mm{Xi,X2,'-,Xn) and X„.„ =max(Xi Z2,- s^^w) are 
called extremes. Order statistic deals with the properties and application 
of these order random variables and of function involving them 
(H.A.David 1981) .It is different from rank order statistic in which the 
order of value of observation rather than its magnitude is considered. 
Given below are the distributions of a single order statistics and joint and 
conditional distribution of two order statistics: 
Let XiX2,'--,X^ be n independent random variables from a 
continuous probability density function/(x) and cumulative distribution 
function F{X). Then the pdf of X^..^, 1 < r < «, the /^ order statistic is 
given by, 
fr:nM^.Cr:„[FMV[l- Fix)]"-' f(x% -a)<x<oo (5) 
where 
and d.f. 
FrAx) = P{Xr.n ^x) = t(f) [F(X)Y [ 1 - F ( X ) ] « - ' (7) 
/=1 
11 
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F(x) 
= €,,„ J t'-\l-t)"-'dt, (8) 
0 
Where equation (8) is incomplete beta funds for X continuous, equation 
(5) can be obtained from equation (8) by differentiating w.rJ. x. 
In particular: 
Fi:„ix) = l-[l-F(x)]", (9) 
F„.AX)AF{4^ (10) 
The joint pdf of Xr„ and X_y.„ {\<r<s<n) is given by 
/r,.:« (^, y) = Cr^:n [^Wl ' [^0') " n^) l '""^ & " ^O')!"'' ^fiy) 
-oo<x<y<co (11) 
where: 
c = "^ 
B{r,s-r,n-s + iy 
= i t , , . ,r' .M4'[F{y)-F(x)V-^[l-F{yr-J- ^''^ 
The conditional pdf of A!'j.„ given Xr„ =x is for ;c < >;, 
f f,.i,s(^-r-y-lF{y)-F(x)Y-'-^ [l-/^(y)]^-V(>^) 
J x^.„/ \y\-^J z ; J 
/xr.n=x (s-r-iy.in-syll-Fix)]"'' 
And Xr.jt\Xs:„ = y is, 
/• , Uy)- ('-^y- [F(x)Y-\lFiy)-Fix)Y-''-^ 
(14) 
12 
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11. Truncation: -
It may happen either by accident or design, that information 
about some of the sample values is incomplete or altogether missing. Li 
such a case we use truncated sample. In truncation, value, which falls 
outside tiie interval, (<2,Z>) cannot be observed. 
The problem of truncation arises when a standard statistical 
model is appropriate for analysis except that values of the random 
variable falling below or above some value are not measured at all. For 
example, in a study of particle size, particles below the resolving power 
of observational equipment will not be seen at all. Most of the existing 
theory for problem of this sort takes the limits at which truncation occurs 
to be known constant. But there are practical situations in which these 
limits are not exactly known. Truncation is sometimes usefully regarded 
as a special case of selection. 
Particularly, if the values below a certain limit, a, are not 
observed at all, the distribution is said to be truncated on left. If the values 
larger than an upper limit, b, are not observed, the distribution is said to 
be truncated on right. If only values lying between a and b are observed 
the distribution is said to be doubly truncated. 
Let A' be a random variable with probability mass fimction or 
probability density function / (x) . The distribution of X is said to be 
truncated at the point X-a if all the values oi X<a are either 
discarded or are not available. Hence the probability mass fiinction g{.) 
of the distribution truncated oX X = a is given by: 
13 
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g(x)= -^ ^^ ^ , X>a 
fix) 
S/W (for discrete distribution) 
x>a 
fix) 
00 
x>a, (for continuous distribution 
lfix)d. 
a 
If the values of the random variables Xi,X2,---,X„'m a given 
region R are excluded then the conditional joint cumulative distribution 
of the variables is, 
F{xi,X2,-,x„/R) = Fr n {\{Xj <xj)/(XuX2,-,X„)notmR 
Pr 
n 
^{Xj <Xj)/(Xi,X2,-,X„)notinR 
?r[(Xi,X2,-",X„)notmR] 
R is the complement of R. All the quantities on the right hand 
side can be calculated from the (unconditional) joint cumulative 
distribution function F(xiiX2,---,x„). 
Consider the nonnegative random variable X with mean E{X), 
which is described through its distribution function and density f(x) for 
0 < X < 00. If the inverse transform method can be applied to obtain the 
distribution function then. 
Fxix) = \ 
0 for x<a, 
Fxix)-Fxia) for a<x<b. 
Fxib)-Fxia) 
1 for x>h. 
14 
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th 
The r moment (about origin) for the truncated distribution is 
given by: 
00 
fi'j. = E{X^)-^^^^(^) (^°'"discrete distribution) 
and 
00 
\x'f{x)dx 
fi'j. = — (for continuous distribution) 
jf(x)dx 
a 
The probability density function of truncated model has been 
defined in Khan et, al. (1983). If we represent the truncation point of Qi 
and Pi at left and right respectively, then in the case of doubly truncated 
model, the probability density function is given by: 
fix) 
P-Q Qi<x<Pi, (15) 
where \fi{x)dx = Q, (16) 
—00 
^1 
lf2(x)dx = P, (17) 
—00 
Q and 1 - P are respectively the partition of truncation of the left and 
right of the distribution. P and Q are assumed to be known and Qi and 
Pi are functions of Q and P respectively. 
15 
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12. Distribution of Truncated order statistics: -
(a) Left truncated at x: -
Putting Q = F(jc), P = 1, in equation (15) then the left truncated 
distribution has probability density ftinction, 
\-F(x) 
and the probability density fimction of X^.. „ =y'm this case will be, 
'r:n 
F(y)-Fix) 
I l-Fix) J 
nr - l 
l -F(x) . 
nn-r fjy) 
l-F(x) (18) 
(a) Right truncated at y: 
Similarly at Q = 0, P = F(y) then the right truncated distribution 
has probability density fimction, 
m 
F(y) -co<t<y 
and the probability density fimction of Xf..„=X will be, 
C Fix) 
-^r-\ F{y)-F{x) 
F(y) 
-\n-r fix) 
F{y) (19) 
16 
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13. Some Important Theorems: -
(i) Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem: -
If the sequence {fn(x)} of functions integrable on the set E 
tends ahnost everywhere to the function f(x) that is, lun fnix) = f(x) 
n->oo 
almost everywhere and further more there exist an integrable function g 
such that 
\f„ix)\<\g(x)\ 
almost everywhere, then f(x) is integrable and 
lim \f„(x)dx= \f(x)dx 
"-^^^ E 
(ii) Fatou s^ Lemma: -
If {f„(x)} is a sequence of noimegative functions integrable on 
the set E and convergent to f(x) almost everywhere that is 
lim //J ( ^ ) = f (x) almost everywhere on E 
n -¥ CO 
lim ^ffi{x)dx > \f{x)dx. If the limit function f{x) is not 
"-^°°£ E 
integrable then. 
lim \fn{x)dx = cD. 
n-^co _ E 
17 
Chapter-2 
TRUNCATION IN DISCRETE DISTRIBUTIONS 
1. Introduction: -
This chapter is denoted to the study of some commonly used 
discrete distribution with emphasis on their behavior under truncation. In 
section 2, Binomial distribution has been presented in detail. Section 3 
deals with Poisson distribution. Section 4 and 5 contains Negative 
Binomial and Logarithmic series distribution. In each case, relation to the 
distributions earlier discussed in established so that it becomes clear as to 
why do we need that particular distribution. 
2. Binomial Distribution: Genesis, Applications and Related 
Distributions: -
The Binomial distribution is supposed to be the oldest of 
discrete probability distributions. It is said that Bernoulli (1713) 
discovered it. However, the Binomial coefficients are to be found in an 
earlier work of Pascal. 
Binomial distribution is defined through a Bernoulli trial and a 
Bernoulli distribution. A random experiment that has only two possible 
outcomes (may be regarded as 'success' and 'failure') with constant 
probabilities p and q = \- p associated with the two possible outcomes, 
is called a Bernoulli trial. If a Bernoulli trial is repeated a fixed number of 
times, say «, and X denotes the number of success, then it can be shown 
that 
P{X^r) = ^n^ 
\rj 
p'q'' '\ r = 0,l,2,-..,« (2.1) 
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The expression on the R.H.S of (2.1) is the Binomial 
distribution as it is the general tenn in the expansion of binomial 
(q + pf. We say that X ~ B(n,p). 
The binomial distribution is often used as an approximation to 
the hypergeomatric distribution. The random variable X, representing 
the number of individuals with a property E in a set of n members chosen 
at random from a population of N (>«) individuals, of which M have 
the property E then, 
P(X = k)= / ; k = 0X2,-'-,n (2.2) 
^ n-k ^ 1 
defines the hypergeomatric distribution. 
If iV, A/ -> 00, such that (M/N) = p is a fixed constant then the limiting 
form of (2.2) is given by (2.1). 
Convergence is not so rapid for values of p near lor 0, but the 
approximation is good enough in many practical cases (the binomial 
approximation is often called" infinite population" approximation, since 
it corresponds to N ->co). 
The binomial distribution is related to a wide variety of 
standard distributions. For example, 
(i) If «-^oo,/7->0such that np->0 then B{n,p)-^P{0) 
whereP(^) is the Poisson distribution with parameters 0, i.e. 
P{X = r) = ?—^; r = 0,l,2,... 
n 
(ii) lfX~ B(n,p) then Z = (X- np)/4npg -^ N(0,l) asn-^oo 
Relations between binomial and limiting Poisson and hypergeometric 
probabilities have been studied by Uhmann (1966). Mixtures of binomial 
distribution can be regarded as arising when p changes from one 
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sequence of n trials to another, but remains constant within each 
sequence. The distribution was studied by Poisson in 1837, in which the 
th 
probability of outcome is the same, pi, for the / trial in each sequence, 
but P\,P2>"'iPN ^® n^ ot all equal. In this case the mean and variance are 
NE{p) and N E{p){l-E{p))-Nwsir(j?) 
respectively (where var(p) is the 'variance' among Pi, /?2»'" * > PN ) • The 
variance is now less than that for a binomial distribution with 
parametersiV,i?(/7). The Lexian and Poisson situations are sometimes 
described as "supernormal" and "subnormal" variations. 
Special distribution associated with binomial distribution may be 
the conditional distribution of a binomial variable xi having 
parametersA l^,/?1 given that xi+X2=y, where X2 is another binomial 
variable independent of xi, having parameters N2,P2- This distribution 
has been studied by Hannan and Harkness (1963) and Stevens (1951). 
They obtained the following asymptotic result, 
1 ^^ 2 
P[a<xi <fi/xi +X2 =y] = - ^ J e~^^^" du 
r ll/2 
where^„ = [{(A^  + l)PiQi }-^ + {(A^ 2 +1)^2^2 }~^  J [« " (A^ l +1)^1^1 ] 
(u = a,P) and ^i ,-^ 2 (^ = 1 ~ 2l >^ 2 = 1 ~ ^ 2) satisfy the equations, 
: 3 a . = M 2 . ; (Arj+i)i^+(iV2+l)P2=;' + l. 
PiQx Pi^i 
2.1. Truncated binomial distribution and its Moments: -
Truncation of any distribution may be single (or one sided) or it 
may be doubly truncated by omitting values on both extremes. A singly 
truncated binomial distribution is formed if the binomial distribution is 
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truncated at only one end i.e. if only the values 0,1,2, • • •, ki- \(ki > 1) or 
the values N-k2+h-",^(^2 - 0 are omitted. The distribution formed 
by omission of the value 0 only given by, 
(N^ r N-r 
P{X = r)= ^^ = - ^ r^^ ; r = l,2,".,A^ (2.3) 
^ ^ P(jr>0) i _ ^ ^ 
is sometimes called the positive binomial distribution. 
A binomial distribution truncated on the left at x=k is given by: 
X /J-X 
^(^ = ^ ) = - ^ 7 ^ = / ' ' ^ = ^ .^ + l.-»« (2-4) 
P{x>k) " ^ „_^ 
x=k 
Doubly truncated binomial distribution: -
Consider the bmomial distribution in which k classes from the 
lower end and h classes from the upper end of the distribution are 
truncated. The probability law of this doubly truncated binomial 
distribution is given by: 
Pj=-;i=ir ' k<j<{n-h) (2.5) 
j=k 
Moments: -
The f raw moment of the truncated distribution (2.3) is 
obtained by dividing the corresponding moment of the complete 
distribution by 1 - ^ i.e. 
th 
j moment of random \Q.i table with distribution (2.1) 
1-?^ 
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n ^ « ^ Let^ f.(x)= ^ (J-npY , /?^^^ ^ and /n^=r order moment 
about np of a doubly truncated binomial distribution i.e. 
n-h 
^r= Y^U-npYpj 
j=k 
Then from the results 5.3, Kendall and Stuart (1958). We obtained, 
mi=X-Y (2.6) 
r=X{k-npy~'^ -Y{{n-h + \)-npY~^ m 
r-1 (r-\ r-1 
npq^ . If^j-PT. r-1 
r>2 (2.7) 
m j=0\ J J j=Q\ J 
In—h 
X = u^{k)/f^ncP^'q"-J' 
/
n—h 
j=k 
y+1 
The r raw moment of a doubly truncated binomial distribution is 
defined as, 
n-h 
j=:k 
then from (2.6) and (2.7), we get 
ai=X -Y + np 
a2=kX-(n-h hl)Y + aip{n-\) + np 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
a'i=k^X-{n-h + \fY + a2p{n-2) + aip{2n-\) + np (2.10) 
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2.2. Estimation of tlie parameters of Truncated Binomial 
distribution: -
The maximum likelihood estimator of the right-truncated 
binomial distribution, p of p, based on n-independent random variable 
xi,X2,...xjs[ each having distribution (2.3) is equal to, 
n 
L = 
(N' 
\.^ij 
p^^i(y-pf-^^i 
\-q N 
log£ = X l o g | ^ +Xi^/^og/' + ( ^ - E ^ / ) - ^ o g ( l - ^ ^ ) 
Differentiating with respect to p, and equating to zero, we get 
- I f J , n W 
x = -2^Xi=np\\-q ] 
«/=l 
where ^ = 1 - ^ . An alternate estimator proposed by Mantel is, 
x-f\ P = 
n-fx 
1 
where f\ = —(number of x,- equal to one) 
n 
For large n, 
-2 
The asymptotic efficiency lim {var(p)/var(^)} of p is generally quite 
Lw->oo J 
high. 
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Now, estimation of the parameter for the doubly truncated 
distribution can be obtained with the help of the moments i.e. estimating 
X and Y from (2.8), (2.9)&(2.10), we obtain the solution for p as, 
^. [0^ 3 - (k + n-h + l) g2 +k{n-h + l)ai] 
^ {n-2)a2+{in-\)(n-k)-nin-2)}ai +nin-h)(k-l) 
The moment estimator of p is obtamed by replacing a^ (s = 1,2,3) on the 
1 " 
right hand side of (2.11) by the sample moment —Y^X^f. 
Special case: -
The mean of a random variable having positive binomial 
distribution (2.3) is equal to 
l-q 
2 2 N 
and the variance ViX)= "^^ " ^ ^ 
'-"' [i-,"]-
3. Poisson distribution: Genesis, applications and Related 
Distribution: -
Poisson distribution was discovered by the French 
mathematician and physicist Simeon Denis Poisson (1837). Poisson 
distribution is a limiting case of the binomial distribution under the 
following conditions, 
(i) n, the number of the trials is indefinitely large, i.e.« -> 00. 
(ii) p, the constant probability of success for each trial is indefinitely 
small, i.e. p—>0 
(iii) np = 0 is finite. Thus p = 0/n, q = l- 0/n, where ^ is a positive real 
number. 
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The probability of x successes in a series of « - independent 
trials is 
b{x;n,p) = ^n^ 
K^^J 
^x„n-x 
P 9 x = 0,l,2,---,« 
Under the above conditions 
n\ lim b(x;n,p)= lim 
/i-^oo n-^oo x\{n - x)\ 
e-^e' 
ynj 
x\ 
X = 0,1, • • •, 00 
Which is the required probability function of the Poisson distribution. 6 
is known as the parameter of the Poisson distribution. 
A random variable X is said to follow a Poisson distribution if 
it assumes only non negative values and its probability mass fiinction is 
given by, 
P(X = x) = e-^0' x = 0X-;O>0 (2.12) 
= 0, otherwise 
Here 0 is known as the parameter of the distribution. We denote 
X ~ P(0) as Poisson variate with parameter 0. 
The Poisson distribution is used as an approximation to the 
binomial distribution, when events occur randomly in time, or to describe 
experiments in which the observed variable is a count. It uses Poisson 
processes in queuing theory. For example, the problem of finding the 
number of telephone channels in use at any one time. Suppose that there 
are infinitely many of channels available and that of holding time (length 
of call) (/) for each call has the exponential distribution with probability 
density fiinction, 
Ptit) = ^~^e-"^ ( ^>0 ; t>0) 
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and incoming calls arrive at times following a Poisson process with the 
average no of calls per unit time equal to 6. Then the function /V(r) 
representing the probability that exactly A^  channels are being used at 
time rafter no channels are in use satisfies the differential equations 
PNi'^) = -(0+N<P~^)PN('^) + ^PN-l(^)+iN + l)if>-^PN+lir); iN>l) 
The steady state probabilities (lim iV(^) = ^A )^ satisfy the equations, 
opo=r^Pi 
On solving these equations, it is found that 
PN= ^ ^ r ^ (A^  = 0,1,-..,) 
which is recognized as equivalent to (1) with 0 replaced by ^^ . 
Further examples of the use of the Poisson distribution in applied 
work may be found in papers by Breny (1953), Duker (1955), 
McKendrick (1926), Stinson and Walsh (1965) and Wallis (1936). Cohen 
(1960) has suggested that a modification of a truncated Poisson 
distribution might be used in place of certain contagious distributions. 
The limiting distribution of the standardized Poisson variable 
(x-0)0~^'^, where x has distribution (1), is a unit normal distribution. 
That is 
lim P[a<{x-0) 0-^^^ <fi] = {2;r)-^'^ fe"" ^^du. 
0-->co J 
a 
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Poisson distribution is itself a limiting distribution of a sequence of 
binomial distribution. Uhlmann (1966), for 0 < c < A^  - 1 , 
j=Q J^- j^O^JJ 
P^{\-pf-J 
indicating that the binomial cumulative distribution is the greater, except 
possibly for c = N-\. 
Relation between the Poisson and other discrete distribution. If 
>'has probability density function, 
{a-\)\ 
and a is a positive integer, then 
(«-l)'-v 
00 
1 .«_i^ _.. L^|,-v.,, T - V ^ + 
(a-1)! ( a -2 ) ! J. 
(Integrating by parts) 
^ y g - l ^ - y 1 va-2^-Y , 
— Y Q ^ Y e H— 
(a-1)! ( a - 2 ) ! 
= probability that a random variable having a Poisson 
distribution with expected valued is less than a. 
In particular, putting or = -^^ (^ ^ is an even integer) and Y = -x 
2 
^{^Xy > x) = probability that a random variable having a Poisson 
distribution with expected value is — xless than —y. 
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The distribution of differences may be relevant when a physical effect is 
estimated as the difference between two counts, one when a 'cause' is 
acting, and the other a 'control' to estimate 'background effect'. Irwin 
(1937) studied the case when the two variables, xjand jC2each have the 
expected value 6. Evidently, for _y > 0 
00 
J=y 
where /(.) is a modified Bessel function. Skellam (1946) and de Castro 
(1952) discussed the problem when E(x\) = 6\^ E{x2) = 02-1^ this case, 
for >; > 0 
^e<^-02) {0l/02f^yh/2yi2MO^) 
3.1. Truncated Poisson distribution and its Moments: -
A right-truncated Poisson distribution is formed if the Poisson 
distribution is truncated at only right. In this case, the probability mass 
function is given by 
—0 k 
P(X = k)= ^ ^ . •; k = 0X2,-,r (2.13) 
'^E e - eJ j=0 J'-
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Left truncated Poisson: -
If the first r\ values (0,1,•••,(ri -1)) are omitted, then (2.12) 
becomes a left-truncated Poisson distribution, 
P{X = k) = e-H-
k\ 
k = r\r\ +1, • (2.14) 
A very special case of left truncation is the omission of the zero 
class. The corresponding truncated Poisson distribution is, 
P(X = . ) . - " ' ( ' - f > ^ < g ^ ^ ; ,-^X••• (2.13) 
This is usually called the positive Poisson distribution. Cohen calls it a 
conditional Poisson distribution. 
Doubly truncated Poisson distribution: -
The doubly truncated Poisson distribution is the distribution is 
distribution of a random variable x for which X varies from r\ to r^ and 
/ '(X = x) = 6' 
k\ XeJ_ 
n;(y = n,i+i,-", ' '2; '-2^n>o) (2.i5) 
u=n 
Moments: 
Jh The r factorial moment of right truncated distribution x is, 
£[x(x-l)---( jc-r + l)] = 
(i-e-^)" 
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3.2. Estimation of the parameters of Truncated Poisson distribution: 
The maximum likelihood estimator of the right truncated 
distribution, 6 of ^, given observed values of «-independent random 
values X1JC2 , . . . , X „ each having the distribution (2.13) is, 
n f) ' 
/=i 
Tacking the logarithm and differentiating with respect to 6, we get 
0 = —y]xj =x 
n 
Thus, the maximum likelihood estimator of 0 is the sample mean 3c 
_ 1 -0^-1 
n 
Irwin derived an explicit expression for ^ as a function of x, 
oo , .y - l _ . 
For ease of calculation the approximation 
;y-i - . 1 
may be used for the larger values of j . 
For large value of n, the variance of 6 is given by. 
v{e)=v[-Y,Xi =e l-e -0 -2 \-e-^ -Oe-^ n 
McKendrick proposed the estimation of 6. The available sample 
of size n is regarded as part of an original sample of sizes n + riQ, 
including riQ observed values each equal to zero. For Poisson variables 
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(2.12), the first two factorial moments are G and 6 . A first estimate of 
« + «0 is, 
iZ^jixj-iy^y 
and the first estimate of 0 is, 
^(1) = 
^ n ^ („./;('>)-' 
The value of /JQ is estimated as, 
and second estimate of ^ is. 
^(2) = n z 
U=i 
\ 
y^ 
J 
(«-f)"' 
David and Johnson have suggested an estimate of 0 based on the sample 
moments. Tate and Goen have shown that that the minimum variance 
unbiased estimator of 0. 
The case c = 0, let Xi,X2,---,Xn,be independent random 
variables each density g(x;O,0) and characteristics ^oia). Then TQ has 
the characteristic fimction. 
Zo(a) = [Mcc)]" = 
00 axJax-6 n 
using the fact that f{x;0) has characteristic fimction e^^^ ~^^and 
simplifying that. 
ZoW = e^^ - 1 
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The inverse formula for characteristic function shows that TQ has the 
density 
In 
P0it) = ^ jxo(cc)e-''''da 
-n 
A binomial expression for the numerator of XQ{OL) shows that p^{i) is, 
(-1) k f ^ 
(^^-ir'iM) . s : H)* I V"-/ 
-K 
In 
e-^e' 
da 
Since inversion of e ^ ' results in , then integral in /?o(0 is, 
t\ 
{koy 
t\ 
and form 
n\ ^ [^kj 
Poit) = d^n\ 
,e 1 X / I . , 
5" , r = «,« + l,-
if -\rt\ 
7(3 is a complete statistic for the family {g(x;^,0)}. It follows that if an 
unbiased estimator based on TQ exists for 9, it will be unique and have 
the property of minimum variance. The condition for unbiased ness of 0^ 
is, 
In view of the fact that, 
t=n ^' 
The condition becomes. 
00 
,., ^e'„ ^ e<*^ 
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Comparing the coefficient of powers of 0, we have the minimum 
variance unbiased estimator, . 
^•=„xSj_")/5^)=.-(l-s(->)/5(;g) 
where S^'is the Striling number of the second kind. 
The maximum likelihood estimator of the left truncated Poisson 
distribution 9(r. j) of ,^ given values of n-independent random variable 
xi,X2y-'-,x„ each distributed as in (2.14) satisfies the equation, 
e, in>^) 
r-l 
^M) 
Pi u-iy-
^ r\-i ei .. 
(2.16) 
I 
As an initial value of 6 to use in iterative solution of (2.15), the simple 
estimator, 
— (sum of allx;'sfor which Xj>r\) 
might be used. For q = 1, this estimator has variance, 
^(l + ^(e^-l)"^) 
n 
Right -truncation can occur if the counting mechanism is unable to deal 
with large numbers through it is more usefully the case that the existence 
of these high values is known, even if their exact magnitude is not. In this 
case, if there are «' values >r2, the maximum likelihood estimator 6 
satisfies the equation 
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(sum of values <r2)=6 N-n' l + C^'^/rs!)" 
00 
-1 
If however this information is not available then it is appropriate to use 
the right truncated Poisson distribution, 
P{X = k) = e' 
k\ 
A: = 0,l,..-,r2 (2.17) 
If xi,X2,---,x„ are independent random variables each with distribution 
(2.17), then the maximum likelihood estimator ^(0,r2) °^ ^ satisfies the 
following equation, 
A 
The solution of this equation of ^(o.ro) ^^  ^ function of x alone. The 
asymptotic variance of ^(0,^2) is. 
ewr^ (^)« -1 
where 
WrSO) = 
_y=0 •/• 7=0 ^- J y=c 
^^  Qi '^^ +M '^^ "'^  ^ ^^" 
n-l 
,=0 •/' r2! T i-^  '•2' yti y' 
If xi,X2,---,x„ are independent random variables each with distribution 
(2.15), the maximum likelihood estimator doubly truncated Otj. r ) of 0 
satisfies the equation 
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X = 
^ ^ ^(n,r,) 
j=n J 
i\ 
(2.18) 
y=n ; 
-0f The numerator and denominator of (2.18) can multiplied by e '^^ ''^ ^ 
and the resulting numerator written as ^(r^ro) times the sum of Poisson 
probabilities between {r[ -l)and (A^ -1) inclusive. 
Doss compared the efficiency of the maximum likelihood 
estimators 0 and 0(r,,r2) have 0 for distribution (2.12) and (2.13) as, 
^^'(^(n,r2)) 
z^ 
~r, J-J=n 
(2.19) 
where 
(o(r\,r2,0) = O 
0r2 -1 
(rz-i)! > — <, 
e'^ eJ 
e 
(rz-i) 
Qr2-\ 
(n+i) 
ir2-1)1 r! 
0'^ 
> + < 
J 
0r2-l 
(r2-2)\ > — < 
0'^ 
(n-1)! 
^2 oj 
z — 
(2.20) 
a){T\,r2 0) is always positive so Var{0)<Var{0(j. j.^) according to the 
approximation (2.19).Comparison of this kind are relevant only when it is 
possible to control the method of observation to produce distributions of 
type (2.12) or (2.15) with little difference in cost per observations. 
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Special case: -
The mean of the positive (right) Poisson distribution, 
E{X)=f^xP{X = x) = ^ , 
The variance of the positive (right) Poisson distribution, 
V{X) = E[XiX -1)] + E(X) + [EiX)] 2 
00 nX/9 i \ - l n'^ 
V{X)J \-9e^{\-e-^y^ 
4. Negative Binomial Distribution: Genesis, Applications and Related 
Distributions: -
The negative binomial distribution can be derived from empirical 
considerations in many ways. Suppose we have a succession of n 
Bernoulli trails. Also assume that: 
(i) The trials are independent. 
(ii) The probability of success ' /?' in a trial remains constant from trial 
to trial. 
Let the probability that there are k failures preceding the Nth 
success m k->rN trials. Now the last trial must be a success, whose 
probability is p . In the remaining (A: + A^-l) trials we must have 
{N -1) successes whose probability is given by 
^N^k-S\ 
N-l J 
P q 
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Therefore by compound probability theorem probability 
distribution function is given by the product of these two probabilities, 
i.e., . 
'N + k-\\ f^_i k (N + k-l^ 
N-l ) p q p P q ) N-l 
A random variable X is said to follow a negative binomial 
distribution with parameters N, P if its probability mass fiinction is 
given by, 
P/ 1 1 1 - P/ I k = 0}2 ••' 
yQ) I /Q) ' " ' I 
(N + k-\^ 
N-l 
= 0 , otherwise 
(2.21) 
1 Q 
where Q = — ,P = ^ 
P P 
The negative binomial distribution is sometimes referred to as 
the Pascal distribution after the French mathematician Blaise Pascal, but 
there seems to be no historical justification. The negative binomial 
distribution is fi-equently used as a substitute for the Poisson distribution 
under the strict requirements, particularly independence, for a Poisson 
distribution. The negative binomial distribution plays vital role in 
accident statistics (Arbous and Kerrich (1951)), birth and death processes 
(Greenwood and Yule (1920)), psychological data (Furry and Kendall 
(1949)), demand for fi-equently bought products, consumers expenditure 
(Chatfield (1966)) and as weight for time series in economies. Negative 
binomial does not give a good fit for every cases so compound or 
contagious distribution are used. The geometric distribution is used in 
Morkov Chain model particularly meteorological models of weather 
cycles and precipitation amount. 
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The Negative Binomial, Poisson, and Binomial distribution can be 
regarded as being generated from the expansion of 
[(l + ^)-fi>]-'" 
For the Negative Binomial, a)>0,m>0; for the binomial 
-1 < a?< 0, m<0. The Poisson distribution corresponds to the limitmg 
case where 0}->0,m->0 with mo} = 0. For Poisson distributions, the 
point {P\,P2) lies on the straight line >^2-A-3 = 0, while for 
Binomial distributions ;^2-A - 3 = - 2 « " \ and for Negative Binomial 
distributions >^2"A "^ = 2iV~^. 
In 1961 Pessin shows as Q-^QO with A'^ - constant the 
standardized Negative Binomial Distribution tends to a gamma 
distribution. Compound distributions formed from the Negative Binomial 
Distributions. 
4.1. Truncated Negative Binomial Distribution and its Moments: -
A singly truncated negative binomial distribution is formed if 
the negative binomial distribution is truncated at only one end. The 
distribution formed by omission of the value 0 only, giving 
rA^  + A:-lYp/>|Y, / > / / 
N-\ k/Q) I /Q) 
P{X = k) = ^  4 TTA ; ^ = 0,1,2,- (2.22) 
(l-^-^j 
is called the positive truncated negative binomial distribution. 
Moments: -
The moments about zero of this distribution are calculated as, 
_ [corresponding moment of (untruncated) negativebinomial distribution] 
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4.2. Estimation of the parameters of Truncated Negative Binomial 
Distribution: -
The estimators are obtained with help of the moments. Let f^ 
the frequency with which the value x occurs in the sample. Suppose k-
classes are truncated from the lower end of the distribution. We use the 
following notation, 
7b=ZA; n=txfx ; T2=t^^f, (2.23) 
k k k 
7b=A^ZPx+^0 (2-24) 
0 
' y 
T\=NYj^Py,^Tx (2.25) 
0 
k-\ 2 Tl =A^E^ Px+^2 (2-26) 
0 
Then T{ITi^ is an estimate of the first moment of the 
distribution, and rf / r / is an estimate of the second moment about the 
origin. For A^  = 1, we have 
Since po =(1 + P)~'" 
r(J=A^(l + P) - ' " + ro ; 7/'=7), />0 (2.27) 
Now T^ I T{ is an estimate of M2^M[> ^ ^^ consequently, we get 
T2=Ti{l + P + KP) (2.28) 
T2=Tiil + 3P + 2P^+3KP + 3KP^+K^P^) (2.29) 
Solve (2.27) for KP and substitute in (2.29). 
Solving the resulting equation, we get the estimates, 
P = (2.30) 
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Ti(T2-T0 
Frofti (2.28) and (2.31) we obtain the estimate 
k = 
2Ti-T2Ti-T2Ti 
(2.31) 
(2.32) 
T2Ti-T2Ti+T{ 
An estimate of N can now obtained from the equation 
N-To=NQ-^ 
Sampford (1955) proposed a trial and error method of solving the 
equations 
/ \ A A 
x = NPQ \l-Q-^ 
sl=NPQ\\-Q-^ -1 A A A l-NPQ^^H\-Q-^ -1 
He showed that the efficiency of these estimators is high for N large and 
M-NP small, and not very low even for other values of the 
parameters. 
Brass (1958) proposed using / j , the observed proportion of unit 
values, together with x and s . From the equation 
A A A 
x = NPQ\\-Q 
/ -\-l 
s^=NPQ\l-Q-^ -1 l-NPQ^^Ul-Q-^ -1 
A A / 
fl=NP[l-Q 
the formulas, 
-N -1 Q -N+\ 
^(l-/l)' 
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are obtained. Brass found that the efficiency of this method was greater 
than that of Sampford's moment method when A'^  < 5, and not much less 
when N>5. Estimation of M is more accurate than by Sampford's 
method. 
Brass also suggested a modification of the maximum likelihood 
( /\ N — 1 A 
l-Q~^] Q'^^^^^ by / i , leading to the 
equations, 
N + fi N(x-fi) ^ 
where Fj -^fi 
This gives very little reduction in efficiency except for small N (<1). 
Special case: -
The mean of a random variable having positive truncated 
negative binomial distribution (2.22) is equal to, 
E{X)=f^ k P{X = k) = NP [\-Q'^ \ \ 
k=\ 
and variance var(Z) = £:(X^) - {E{X)f 
NPQ 
:. \at(X) = 
i-iv/-e-'{(i-e-^)"'-i}" 
l-Q-" 
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5. Logarithmic Series Distribution: Genesis, Application and Related 
Distribution: -
The logarithmic series was first used systematically in a paper 
published in 1942 by Fisher. It was on occasion applied to the results of 
sampling butterflies and also to data obtained in connection with the 
collection of moths by means of a light-trap. 
Suppose that the number of individuals from a given species, to 
be caught in a specified trap can be represented by a Poisson variable 
with expected value Oj. If the ^'s are chosen randomly from a gamma 
distribution then the expected total numbers of species represented in a 
given catch by x = 1,2,3,... individuals would be proportional to terms in a 
negative binomial expansion, truncated by exclusion of the first term, 
corresponding to ^ = 0. As the exponent ( - A )^ of the negative binomial 
approaches zero then the probability of taking the value x tends to 
{N + x)\ N (PY aO' J /v + r 1 I l\l JJ ' 
lim Q, \^y N->-0 x\(N + l) QN _ I 
where e = PIQ {forx = 1,2,...) 
Thus a random variable x has a logarithmic series distribution if 
P{X=^x)^- ; x = l,2,-.; 0 < ^ < 1 (2.33) 
X 
Where a = - [ log (1 - /9 )] "^ The probabilities are the terms in the series 
expansion of - a log(l -0). 
The logarithmic series plays vital role in different areas of 
application. Blackman (1935) gives the average number of different plant 
species found on quadrants of various sizes in a grassland formation. The 
size of quadrant is proportional to number of plants observed. Rowe 
(1942) calculates the distribution of animal species (the number of 
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mosquitoes caught in light traps in various cities) together with the 
numbers of species observed. Kendall (1948) has represented a form of 
population growth by a discrete Markov process leading to a negative 
binomial distribution and as its limiting form, a logarithmic series 
distribution. Chatfield (1966) has used logarithmic distributions to 
represent the distribution of numbers of items of a product purchased by a 
buyer in a specified period of time. 
The logarithmic series distribution can be derived as a limiting 
form of the truncated negative binomial distribution. In 1949 Quenouille 
has given the relationship among the logarithmic series, Poisson, and 
negative binomial distributions. If the number of 'groups' of individuals 
has a Poisson distribution with expected value ^ and the number of 
individuals per group has the logarithmic series distribution then the 
k probability that there are a total of x individuals is the coefficient of t 
in 
f; {e-^ (t>J I j\][-a log ( i - ^ 0 ] ^ = e - < * - " ^ ' ° s ( ^ - ^ ' ) 
y=o 
= [(1-^0/(1-^)]"'^^ 
where e = (l-(9)~" 
This probability is 
T{a(l>+k) Q.a^Qk 
k\T{a<l>) 
and the distribution of the number of individuals is Negative Binomial 
with parameter a^, 61 {\-6). 
The distribution of the sum S^ of «-independent random 
variables, each having the logarithmic series distribution has the 
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probability generating function [- a log (l-6t )]". From this it follows 
that 
MSn=k] = coefficient oft^ in [- log (1 - <9/) ] " ; ^ = «,« +1, • 
[-log(l-^)]" 
The coefficient of t in the expansion of [- log(l -Ot)^ is 
e^{n\lk\)ISk^''^ 
where Sj^^^^ is the Stirling number of the first kind with arguments n 
and k defined by 
(«)__L Sk'"^ = 
n\ 
d n ( k 
dx"" 
n(^-^+i) 
^/=1 x=0 
A distribution obtained by assigning a lognormal distribution to the 
parameter of a Poisson distribution is termed a discrete lognormal 
distribution. A truncated form is an important competitor of the 
logarithmic series distribution as a model for the distribution of observed 
abundances of species and similar phenomena. 
5.1. Truncated Logarithmic Series Distribution and its Moments: -
The most common form of truncation is by exclusion of values 
greater than a specified value r. If XI,A:2,...J:„ are independent random 
variables each with distribution 
' 0J 
P(X = x) = Px 
( ^x\ 
Y^Px n a eJ 
x>a 5 . 
e-
y ^ J }.' x = l,2,---,r 
(2.34) 
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5.2. Estimation of parameters of Truncated Logarithmic series 
distribution: -
The maximum' likelihood estimator, 6 of 0 satisfies the 
equation. 
(1-^) 
j=\ J J 
Patil and Wani provides tables giving the values of 0 corresponding to 
selected values of x. 
Also we use for estimating 6 with the help of the sample and 
population moments. The s^ population moment about zero is, 
. 1 - 1 
r aX 
where. 
k = 
.7=1 J 
7=1 J 
-1-1 
=kY^xe' 
x=\ 
Since, x ^ - ( r + 2) x+(/- + l)= ( y - r - l ) ( y - l ) 
It follows that 
r+1 
2 ( x ^ - ( r + 2 ) x + ( r + l ) ) ^ ^ = ' f ; ( ; c - r - l ) ( x - l ) ^ 
x=l x=l 
x=0 
r 
=e Y,{x^-rx)e^ 
x=\ 
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This leads to using 
W3-(r + 2) m2+(r + l) m[ 
/«3 -rm2 
1 " 
as an estimate of 0. (where ^3 = - T X/ ) 
"M 
Special case: -
The mean of the truncated logarithmic series distribution 
EiX) = Z^, P(,,.) = - ^ - ^ ^ f ^ 
(1-^) 
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TRUNCATION IN CONTINOUS DISTRIBUTIONS 
1. Introduction: -
This chapter is devoted to the study of some welknown continuous 
distributions. Section 2 deals with the 'omnipotent' Normal distribution. It is 
rightly said that all natural phenomenon either follows 'Normal' probability 
distribution or may be made to follow it by suitable adjustments. Inverse 
Gaussian (Wald) distribution has been dealt with in Section 3 and Cauchy 
distribution in section 4. The two most commonly used Life-time 
distributions (Gamma and Exponentional) have been studied in the last two 
sections (5 and 6). In each case emphasis has been on the truncated form of 
distribution, 
2. Normal Distribution: Genesis, Applications and Related Distribution: 
A random variable X is said to have a normal distribution with 
parameters n (mean) and a (variance) if its density function is given by 
2 
.,=^.^(?)' f{x) = — e ^v c. , . _oo<x<a);o->0 (1) 
English mathematician De-Moivre, (1733) obtained this continuous 
distribution as a limiting case of the binomial distribution and applied it to 
problems arising in the game of chance. It was also known to Laplace, no 
later than 1774 but through a historical error it was credited to Gauss, who 
first made reference to it in the beginning of 19* century (1809), as the 
distribution of errors in Astronomy. Gauss used the normal curve to describe 
the theory of accidental errors of measurements involved in the calculation 
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of orbits of heavenly bodies. Throughout eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries, various efforts were made to establish the normal as the 
underlying law ruling all continuous random variables. 
The common use of normal distribution is in model construction, 
but enumerating the field of application would be lengthy, and not really 
informative, therefore we do not attempt the task. The normal distribution is 
almost used as an approximation- either to a theoretical or an unknown 
distribution. The normal distribution is well suited to this because its 
theoretical analysis is fully worked out. Where these conditions are not 
fulfilled, substitutes for normal distributions should be sought. Even when 
normal distributions are not used, results corresponding to normal theory are 
usefiil as standards of comparison. 
2.1. Truncated Normal distribution and its Moments: -
If the values of x below value x^ cannot be observed due to 
truncation, then the resulting distribution is a left-truncated normal 
distribution with probability density function given by 
0, -<X)<x<xi 
fix) 
fix) 00 
lf(x)dx 
L H 
where f(x) is defined in equation (1). 
XLixi<o ^2^ 
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'LWX)! 
H—h 
fi-3a|(-24r|i-a |i |t44f fi.4-2oti4-3a 
Left-Truncated Nornal Distribution iin Terms of 
the oi^lgin*! Peculation Parameters) 
In terms of the standard nonnal distribution, where 
Z = X-M (3) 
and </>{z) = -f=e 
V2;r 
2 
— 00<Z<CXD 
the point of truncation Xi will be denoted Ki as 
(4) 
(5) 
then the left-truncated normal distribution in terms of the standard normal 
distribution. 
n^)= 
0, 
Hz) 
00 
-co<z<Ki 
Ki<z<<x> (6) 
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fu™(z> 
H-+i+-h-f-+-
- 3 - 2 - 1 0 1 2 3 
K 
• Left-TmanlcdKsnnil DatribuiMm ^faodard 
NnmuIViruife) 
For the standardized left truncated normal distribution, introduce a 
standardizing variable t = Z-Ki, which has the effect of defining the point 
of truncation as ^ = 0. Thus the standardized left truncated normal 
distribution is, 
r<0 
/>0 m= 
0, 
00 (7) 
*SLTN(t) 
-H-4 
Stand«tdized, Left-Truncated Normal Distribution 
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If the values of jc above some value xjj cannot be observed due to 
truncation, then the resulting distribution is a right truncated normal 
distribution with probability density function given by, 
/W = 
0, 
fix) 
^nx)dx 
Xg^<X<CO 
-0O<X<Xjl 
(8) 
- 0 0 
Where f(x) is defined in equation (1). 
A random variable x with N(^,a ) has a doubly truncated 
normal distribution if ifs probability density function is 
1 y-fi 
a 
-1-1 
r^f27^ exp 
\y-Mf^ 
L V 2a' J 
O (h 
V o- ; 
-o 
\a,hp) 
a<x<b 
(9) 
The indicator function 
I[a,bp) = 
0 
ifa<y<b 
otherwise 
In particular a = / / , Z> = oo, represents a half- normal distribution. 
Moments: -
Cohen (1950) has described the estimator of the parameters // and 
<j in tenns of the first three sample moments when there is single truncation 
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(i.e. a = -00 or 6 = 00 ). As the point of truncation is supposed to be known, it 
is not really necessary to use the tiiird moment. However, by introducing the 
third moment, simple explicit formulas are obtained. Supposing b = co (i.e. 
left truncation only) the estimators of /i and a are 
a-\2m[^-m'2l ( 2 wj m^ -/M3 ) and [2mf -m2) {m{m'2-m'^) 
th 
respectively, where /wj. is the r sample moment about the point of 
truncation, a. 
2.2. Estimation of the parameters of Truncated Normal Distribution: -
The sample likelihood for the left truncated normal distribution is 
given by: 
Lixx,'",Xr) = n\ {n-r)\ 
f 1 ^ 
exp- ^ t(^-/// 
rV^T" 
-in-r 
1 °° ^ 
~ \ exp(—)cfz > & 
^L-IJ^ 
(10) 
If the transformation ^L-ti • h is made, then 
\o%L{xi,-',Xj.) = const-rXogr i^Y^^x^-Xi) 2 rh rh 
2a^— 2 o-
00 2 1 f z^ 
+(«-r)Iog-== \cxp(——)dz 
V2;r i 2 
Ocr-XL) 
where x^. = — ]^ JC/ 
r^^ / 
(11) 
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From (11) the maximum likelihood equations for estimation of h and a are 
found to be, 
r 
^'55£te^ = 4 4 l ( - / -^O' ^ ^(^r -X,) = 0. 
a a 1=1 
dh o-
(12) 
(13) 
1 
where gih) = ^ ^ 
1 00 
-JITT 
\e 2 di 
Solving (12) and (13) for h, these results after sunplification 
g(h) = ^-^\iV}„-2)h-2JP+V^ 
i^-pWpn 
2 
pn 
P = 
n 
For given Vp„ and p, we can get h, 
-h+^P+V^ pn 
or cr = [rh + (n-r)g{h)\ 
derived from (12) and (13) respectively. 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
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If we take derivation with respect to h of g(h)and U{h,Vp„) we get, 
dUjKVJn) 
A 
dh (y-p)vjn 
iVpn-2)- 2h 
ih^^VJ^ 
(17) 
and ^^ = g{h) 
dh 
1 °° - z^ 
—== {(z-h)exp ( ) dz 
h (18) 
The right hand side of (17) is always negative since in the bracket 
the expression can be positive. The right hand side of (18) on the other hand 
is clearly always positive. Thus, U{h,Vp„) is monotonic decreasing in h 
and g(h) is monotonic increasing in h. TTius the uniqueness of our 
estimates and afford a convenient method of iteration for values of p. 
A A A ^ O 
Thus we can get an estimate of hand hi If g(hi)>U{hi,Vp„) 
±en hi>h,yfhi[eif gihi)<Uihi,V^„), hx<k 
A 
For truncation on the left (12) q)plies but gives as solution not h 
but -h. The other slight difference for this case is that our estimate of a 
corresponding to (15) and (16) are, 
and rh-{n-r)g{h) 
2 -h-(P~^ 
If the number of observations in truncated partition is not known then the 
maximum likelihood estimator will be, 
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Lixi,-',x„) = 
in 
1 
d , ^ ^ - ^ 
n 
^(7 > & > 
exp M 
2CT2 
(19) 
If we put -^—— = h in (19), take logarithm of both side and differentiating 
with respect to <j and A, we obtain as estimating equation 
da (J . 7 « ^ .<—» 
d\ogL{xi,-'-,x„) n{x-Xi) 
dh 
/»2 ^j 
nh + ng(h) = 0 (21) 
_ 1 ^ .,-. e 2 
where x = -Yxj, g(h) = — 
n 
je 2 ^; 
From (20) and (21) we get estimating equation for h, 
A * 
g(h) = h + •^{-h + fh UV^) 
2 
where F = I(^/-^lV lix-XiY 
An estimate of cr can be obtained either 
'{Xl-Xr)' 
(22) 
<j = 
or 
2 
g(/')-/» 
(h + ^P+V^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ e n a ^ A r a d ^ ^ 
'^  Ace. N'j 
'^'''/'•Ijnr^e^'' ^^^ 
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Special Case: -
The mean of the standardized left truncated normal distribution 
(equation (7)) as. 
00 
jUt=E(t)=ltf(t)dt 
0 
Where / = Z-A'2^,it follows that 
dt = dz, z = Ki for t = Oy andz = K>,for t = co 
\f{z)dz^L jf(z)d2 
00 00 
\zf{z)dz-KL lf{z)dz 
00 , 00 1 2 , 1 2 
\zf{z)dz = - ^ \ze 2^ Jz = _ L e 1 dz = f{Ki) 
Defmmg H{k) as 
00 
Hik)= jfiz)dz 
^f = TTTF^Lr^ ^^ ) - ^LffiKO] (23) 
Thus the mean of the standardized left truncated normal distribution is 
uniquely determined by the point of truncation Ki. The standard derivation 
of the standardized left truncated normal distribution as, 
CT}=E{P-)-H} (24) 
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0 ^^^L\. 
H{KL) 
00 00 00 
\z'^f{z)dz-2KL \zf{z)dz + Kl \f{z)dz 
K, 
\z^f{z)dz = -zf{z)^ + \f{z)d 
Kr 
= KLf{z) + H{KL) 
E(t^)--77^\f^LfiKL)-^H{KL)-2KLf{KO + KlH{KL) 
H{KL) {\ + Kl)H{KL)-KLf{KL) 
Putting above values in equation (24), we get the standard deviation of the 
standardized left normal distribution. Once again the point of truncation AT/; 
uniquely determines the standard deviation of the standardized, left 
truncated normal distribution. 
The coefficient of variation exists uniquely for a particular AT^ , 
^ / 
The expected value of doubly truncated normal distribution (equation (9)), 
b 
E(Y)=lyfY(y)dy 
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let c = 
<D - O 
1 f/ 
-E.{y)=\ 
a 
) "IIK 
f 1 la"-
^iTt 
dy 
the integrand of the last mtegral is the probability density fiinction of a 
N{fi,<j ) distribution. 
Let . = fc:^and^ = ^ 
E{y) G ( z'^ 
-JTJT 
-e 2 
b-ju 
a-H c 
E{y) = n + 
A^-ZEU b-M^ 
I \ cr J 
2 
- O a-M 
and lE(y^) = 4lZJL] ' dy+nE{y)-^ 
c 
Letz = fc:^andrf. = ^ 
= 2 -£(> ; ) •^~== 
c c c ^jlTt -ze 
b-i. b-fi 
a — 
a-y. + 
J e 2 ^, 
a-// 
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2 
c c 
fa-ji 
using 
V{y)=c^Eiy^)-(Eiy)f 
V(y) = 
U-n\ (b-jA Jb-fi\ 1 
^ o-
\ 
1+-'rfWf, 'b_-Ji 
(b-^ 
\ cr 
of^l-oM 
\ (^ J ^ \ (y J + -c 
a-fjL b-^ 
O 'b-^^ 
-o 
3. Inverse Gaussian (Wald) Distribution: Genesis, Applications and 
Related Distributions: -
The name *inverse Gaussian' was applied to a certain class of 
distributions by Tweedi (1947), who noted the inverse relationship between 
the cumulate generating functions of these distributions and those of 
Gaussian distributions. The same class of distributions was derived by Wald 
(1947) as an asymptotic form of distribution of average sample number in 
sequential analysis. The name Wald distribution is also used for members of 
this class. Wasan (1968) calls these distributions first passage time 
distribution of Brownian motion with positive drift and uses the abbreviation 
T.B.M.P. distribution. 
A random variable X is said to have an inverse Gaussian 
distribution with parameter // and A (both positive) if its probability density 
function is given by, 
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Px(x//i,Z) = ' x^y^ 
IKX-
e?q) x,A,//>0 (1) 
Inverse Gaussian distributions have been used to explain the motion of 
particles influenced by Brownian motion. In particular they have been used 
to study the movements of particles in a colloidal suspension imder an 
electric field. Tweedi (1957) established that because of the statistical 
independence between X and 1/A, an analogue of the analysis of variance 
for nested classifications can be performed. This analogue uses the tables of 
X and F, developed for the analysis of variance where the measure of 
dispersion is given. Wald distributions are used in sequential analysis. It is 
also used in various physical applications connected with diffusion processes 
with boundary conditions. It also appears in the calculation of the 
distribution of time of first hittmg the boundary in the random walk. 
Sometimes it may be convenient to use the reciprocal of a variate x 
having an inverse Gaussian distribution; then the probability density 
function is, 
/y(:>;) = exp Xy X 
—^ + — 
/^  1^i'y\ 
i^Xllny) Ml {y>^) 
This distribution is called the random walk distribution. 
Holla (1966) has described a (discrete) compound Poisson distribution: 
Poisson {&) A Inverse Gaussian. 
e 
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3.1. Truncated Inverse Gaussian (Wald) distributions and its Moments: 
A random variable X is said to have a doubly truncated inverse 
Gaussian distribution if it's probability density function is given by, 
Px{x/M,Mxi,X2) 
-'ill 
X '^ ' exp 
•^2 
J;c~^''^exp< 
Xx 
1 2/^ ^ 
Xx 
X 
2x 
X 
2x 
-
> 
dx 
•,xx<x<X2 
(2) 
The value of xj and X2 denote the lower and upper points of truncation, 
respectively, of the distribution of Z (0 < xj <X2); the parameters fi and 
X are positive. 
3.2. Estimation of parameters of Truncated Inverse Gaussian (Wald) 
distributions: -
A recurrence relation for the moments may be obtained by 
differentiatmg (2) partially with respect to x and multiplymg both sides by 
x^ to give, after integration by parts, 
afi'r -X^'r-l -2(x[/7j -xJp2) = (2r-3) / i ;_ i (3) 
where 
a = xli? 
Pi = PX (Xi IH, X\ xi, X2 ) (/ = 1,2) 
/ ' r= \x''px{xl^,X\xx,X2)dx (r = 0,±l,±2, ) 
p\ and p2 are, of course, values at the truncation points x\ and X2. 
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If the population moments (//^) are replaced by the sample 
moments (wj.) in the recurrence relation (3) the following set of equations 
result: 
Mh^c (4) 
where 
h = 
' a ^ 
P\ 
KPl) 
M = 
^ 1 -mL2 - 2 2 ^ 
m\ — m^\ — 2x\ 2^2 
m2 - 1 -2x1 2JC| 
/W3 — /M| — 2xi 2x^ I 
awff c = 
- I 
m[ 
3m^ 
(/j is a vector of estimators of functions of the parameters.) M is non 
singular, (4) may be solved, yielding 
h = M~^jc (5) 
from which /i may be derived as 
A 
The asymptotic variance and covariance of the estimators (Ji) of 
the parameters may be obtamed in matrix form by using a differential 
method given by Patel (1967). 
The elements of this symmetric matrix are as follows: 
nvar(a) = (14 + Aa)/i:.2 +a / / l i -P-x -AP_2 (6.1) 
«cov (a , i ) = 2A//i2 -XP-\ +3a (6.2) 
ncov (<2,pi) = A / i l i + 3 a / i i - a A - 3 (6.3) 
«cov {a,p2)=:^fi'-x -{9 + aX)fi[ +3a/i2 (6-4) 
«var ( i )= A^//l2 +a^M2 -2aX (6.5) 
«cov ( i , p i ) = a ^ / i 3 - f l / i 2 - a ; i / / l + A (6.6) 
ncov( i , ^2 ) = 2af/"3-a^//2+3>l//j +aP/^ + ?? (6.7) 
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«var(pi) = 3 a ; / 3 + ( l + a l ) / / 2 + a P 4 (6.8) 
« cov {px^P2 ) = 18 /i^ + /^ ^ + 3 P4 + a P5 ' (6.9) 
«var (P2) = —(5/^3 +^1^2 + A ) + 4 / 1 / ^ 3 -AP4 +3P5 +0^6 i^-^^) 
a 
where -P^  = ^ ( x[ p\ - X2 P2 )• 
Two other useful general relations are: 
var (M) = — 5 - 7 ^ ^ ^ var(i) + ;i^ var(a)-2aAcov (a , i )} (7) 
- ava r ( i ) - ; i cov(a , i ) .„. 
cov (A, ^ ) = r (8) 
Truncation of the lower tail only if the truncation point is at XQ 
where XQ>Oy then the estimators Aj of the parameters are 
A _ 1 
hi = M, .ci 
where M\ is a matrix of order 3 (obtained by deleting the last row and 
A 
column of M and putting JC] = XQ ). The vectors hi and cj are obtained 
from h and c respectively by deleting the last element and putting 
P\=PQ' 
_ A 
The asymptotic variance of X can be obtained from (6) and that of 
fi and the covariance between X and // (7) and (8) respectively. 
Truncation of the upper tail can be done in a similar manner. The 
general relation (4) of the first case is again applicable with 
xi =0,XQ=X2,PO= P2> ^^^ omitting the last row and column of M. 
The asymptotic variances and covariance of the estimators are 
obtained in the same way as in the second case. 
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4. Cauchy Distribution: Genesis, Applications and Related 
Distributions: -
A random variable X is said to have a standard Cauchy 
distribution if its probability density function is given by 
fx(x) = T~'^ -OO<J:<OO (1) 
; r (H-x^) 
and X is termed as a standard Cauchy variate. 
Cauchy distribution with parameters A and // has the following 
probability density function 
fY(y)=—0 T~ 
1 
TTA. 1 + 
r ^2 
(2) 
\ A, J 
where y and // are real numbers and /I > 0. 
The standard Cauchy distribution is the distribution of central t 
with one degree of freedom. It is thus the distribution of the ratio U/V, 
where U and V are independent unit normal variables. 
The Cahchy distribution is obtained as the limiting disfribution of 
n 
"~ 5 ] ^ 7 ^^ «->«), where Z i , Z 2 , - " are independent identically 
7=1 
distributed random variables with common density function /j^(x) 
satisfying the condition: -
(i)/;r(0)>0; 
00 / Y W continuous at x = 0 
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(iii) fxix) possesses left-hand and right-hand derivatives at x = 0. 
Since the reciprocal of a Cauchy variable has a Cauchy distribution, it 
follows that the limiting distribution of the harmonic mean, under these 
conditions, is Cauchy. The Cauchy distribution also arises in describing the 
distribution of point of intersection P, of a fixed line, with another, variable 
straight line, randomly oriented in two dimensions through a fixed point A. 
The distance of the point of intersection jfrom the pivot (O) of the 
perpendicular from A to the fixed line has a Cauchy distribution with 0 = 0. 
The angle <OAP has a uniform distribution between - ; r / 2 (corresponding 
to OP = -00) and ;r / 2 (corresponding to OP = +QO) . 
Cauchy distribution may be used to describe the distribution of points of 
impact of particles from a pomt-source (A) with a fixed straight line. If the 
space is of (j +1), instead of two, dimensions, then the distance, r say, of 
the point of intersection with a fixed hyperplane from the foot of the 
perpendicular from A to the hyperplane is distributed as a multiple of central 
t with s degree of freedom. 
Spitzer (1958) has shown that it (R(t), 0{t)) are the polar 
coordinates of a random point under standard Brownian motion at time t 
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(with R(0)>0) then the distribution of { A 0 (t) } (l/2\ogt )"^ tends to a 
Cauchy distribution as t tends to infinity, where {A ^ (0 } denotes the total 
algebraic angle turned through up to time / . Berman (1967) established that 
if T is the first time that R(T) = r\ then {A 0(T)}\ log (ri/ R (0)) |"^ 
has a Cauchy distribution with ^ = 0, A = | log ( q / /? (0) |. 
Cauchy distribution is a central t distribution with one degree of 
freedom. Rider (1957) has given generalized Cauchy distributions. 
4.1. Truncated Cauchy distribution and its Moments: -
If y is a truncated Cauchy distributed random variable, then 
fix) . fYiy)= fx+aX 
\ fix) d: 
fi-aX 
1 
jLi-aA,<y</2 + aX 
1 
tan *(fe) + tan ^(a) 
1 + 
r \2 
\ ) 
The mean of truncated Cauchy distribution is 
^log(l + Z>2)-iog(l + a2) ' ' 
V 2[tan"^(A) + tan"'(a)] ) 
and variance of truncated Cauchy distribution is 
V{y) = X' 
-1 Z> + a - t a n ' (6)- tan \a) 
tan"'(6) +tan"'(a) 
log(l + Z>^)-log(l + a^) 
tan"'(Z>) + tan~'(a) 
^2 
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If a = b then E(y) = / i , 
and V(y) = ^?-b-tan-\b) 
tan~\b) 
5. Gamma Distribution: Genesis, Applications and Related 
Distributions: -
A random variable X has a Gamma distribution, if its probability 
density function is of the form 
Fa 
= 0 x<y 
(1) 
Lancaster quotes from Laplace in which the latter obtains a Gamma 
distribution as the posterior distribution of the precision constant, given the 
values of n-independent normal variables with mean zero and standard 
deviation a (assuming a uniform prior distribution). Bienayme (1838) 
obtained the (continuous) x - distribution as the limiting distribution of the 
(discrete) random variable J]^—^—^-^^ when {Ni,"-,N^) have a joint 
y=l ""Pi 
multmomial distribution with parameters P\yP2>"'»Pk-
The Gamma distribution appears naturally in the theory associated 
with normally distributed random variables, as the distribution of the sum of 
squares of independent unit normal variables. Lancaster has pointed out the 
special this result, which was demonstrated by Ellis in 1844. The general 
results was proved by Bienayme in (1852) the result was also established 
using a different method by Helmert in (1875). Kruskal has suggested the 
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join distribution called Helmert's distribution; this suggestion is support by 
Lancaster. The Gamma distribution appeared again in 1900 as the 
approximate distribution (again ax -distribution) for the chi- square 
statistics. 
The use of the gamma distribution to approximate the distribution 
of quadratic form in multinormally distributed variables. To approximate the 
distribution of the denominator in a test criterion for differences between 
expected values of two normal populations with possibly different variances. 
The use of gamma distributions to represent distributions of range and quasi-
ranges in random samples from a normal population. The gamma 
distributions may be used in place of the normal distribution as parent 
distribution in expansions of Gram-Charlier type. Gamma distributions give 
useful representations of many physical situations. They gave been used to 
make realistic adjustments to exponentional distributions in representing 
lifetime in 'life-testing' situations. Gamma distributions share with 
lognormal distributions the ability to limiting closely a normal distribution 
by choosing a large enough) while representing an essentially positive 
random variable. 
If Y has the standard uniform (rectangular) distribution, 
PYiy) = l (0^y<l) 
then Z = - log7 has the exponentional distribution. 
Pziz) = e-' (0<z) 
which is a special form of gamma distributions. If Yi,Y2,---,yk are 
independent random variables each distributed as T, and Zj=-\ogYj 
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k 
(y = !,:••, A:) then Z^^) - ^^j ^ ^ gamma distribution with parameters 
7=1 
a = k, fi = l,y = 0. ((2Z(;t)) is distributed as X2k ) 
5.1. Truncated Gamma distribution and its Moments: -
The truncation of Gamma distributions, is the omission of values 
exceeding a fixed number T, which is usually (through not always) known. 
Suppose observations, which can be regarded as observed values of 
independent random variables X\,X2,---y^n ^^^^ having the probability 
density function (y = 0) 
a - 1 ->9jr 
f(x) = jA-^ 0<x<r 
Ix'^-^e-^^dx (2) * 
0 
= 0 elsewhere 
Moments: -
The moments of distribution are conveniently expressed in terms of 
incomplete Gamma distribution, 
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5.2. Estimation of parameters of Truncated Gamma distribution: -
Let the n-observation be grouped by the classes (/// - A;,/i/ + hj) 
(i = \,—,r) where fii-hi=0, Hr-K=T, Mi+hi = Mi+l-hi+u 
i = \,---,(r-l). Let Vf be the number of observations falling in class /, that 
is between //,• -A/ and //,• +/i/ 
Mi+hi 
n 
Now, 
log Pi - log pi+i = P (fij+i -Hi) + ia-1) log - ^ + log ' 
y"/+l ^+1 
/ = l ,2 , . . . , r - l (4) 
to the degree of approximation indicated by (3). 
The form of equation (4) suggests estimating P and a by least 
squares procedure, with q^ replacing /?,•, This can be justified as an 
approximation procedure by the following results. To terms of order l / « , 
1 1-P/ 
^( log^/) = logp/ 
In Pi 
E{\ogqi-\ogPi)^=-}-^ 
n Pi 
n 
(5) 
(6) 
A Pi) 
logii-
V Pi). i^j 
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^i 
These results can 
l o g ^ = log 
Pi 
be obtained by expressing 
in a Taylor's series (assuming that I , i9i-Pi) 
\ Pi J 
Pr {qi = 0) and Pr (^/ > 2p,)) may be neglected for large «. 
With the help of the following recurrence formula, for the central 
moments of the binomial distribution, 
i"j+l =P^if^sf^s-l +-7—) 
dp 
th 
where //^ is the s central moment. 
The higher order terms of the series expansion neglected, the 
following results are needed 
E{q-pf'^^^0 s>\ 
E{q-pf'=0 
When origin is unknown i.e. if there is available supplementary 
information so that the restriction 0</<jui may be utilized, then in this 
case, 
\ogpi-\ogpi+i =y5(//,+i - / / , ) + ( a - 1 ) log ^' ^ + log—^ 
Mi+\-y ^+1 
/ = l ,2 , . . . , ( r- l ) 
again to degree of approximation indicated by (3). With the restriction noted, 
it is adequate to write 
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\ogPi - logpi+i =fi{Mi+l - Mi) + (« - l ) l o g - ^ 
Mi+i 
+ (a-l)r 1 1 
yMi+i Mi J 
least square estimators oi a^p and y may be found. 
1 ^i 
6. Exponential distribution: Genesis, Applications and Related 
distributions: -
A continuous random variable X is said to follow exponentional 
(negative e3q)onentional) distribution if it has the probability density 
function, 
fx{x) = ^ tx^[-{x-fi)iel ix>M',0>O) (1) 
if // = 0 and 0 = 1, the distribution is called the standard exponentional 
distribution and a continuous random variable X is said to have double 
exponential distribution with parameters 9 and /j if it probability density 
function is given by, 
/ (x) = —eH^- i " | / ^ ] ^ -oo<x<oo,^>0 
The exponentional distribution is applied in a very wide variety of 
statistical procedure. The most prominent application is in the field of life 
testing. The lifetime or Ufe characteristic can be usefully represented by an 
exponential random variable. It is used in producing approximate solutions 
to different distributional problem. 
There are many important distributions closely related to the 
exponentional distribution. If a variable X(>/j) is such that Y = {X-juy 
has the exponentional distribution. 
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then X is said to have a Weibull distribution with shape parameter c. 
If y = e~^ has an exponentional distribution then X has a 
distribution of extreme value. It belongs to the class of gamma distribution. 
Tacking /i = 0 and 6 = 2 in (1) we obtain the distribution of x with 2-
degree of freedom. Thus if XitX2,-'-,X„aTe independent random variables 
each with probability density function (1) then their arithmetic mean is 
\ n J 
distributed as ^ + -A.{z within-degree of freedom). If 
2 n 
Xi,X2,--',X„ are independent standard exponentional variables, then the 
linear form 
n 
7=1 
has the probability density function, 
.-1 n /y(>')=Z 
y=i 
n i^j-h) Af^ e-'"j ; (y>0) 
this is a special type exponentional distribution and called the general 
gamma or the general Erlang distribution. It is used in queueing theory, 
reliability tiieory and psychology. Some special patterns of X 's have been 
discussed by Likes (1967), McGill and Gibbon (1965) and others. 
6.1. Truncated Exponentional distribution and its Moments: -
Let y be a (one sided) truncated exponentional distributed random 
variable with one-parameter. Then the probability density function is. 
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-bie fY{y\e,b)= ^ , . , for O<y<b = k0 \-e 
Let Y be the truncated exponential distributed random variable with 
two parameters. Then the probability density function of K is 
fY{y\fi.e,a,b) = L _ ^ ^ H ^ - / ^ | / ^ 1 ; a<y<b 
6.2. Estimation of the parameters of Truncated exponentional 
distribution: -
Deemer and Votaw (1955) show that it /u be known to be zero, 
then the maximum likelihood estimator ^ of ^ is, the density say h{z) of z 
hiz) = ce~^^ ; 0<z<oo;c>0 (2) 
where c = 0 y then z has exponentional distribution. 
Let the estimator of c on the basis of a sample Zj, Z2, • • •, z^y^  the values of 
Z, The likelihood function L(c) of c is, 
Lic) = {ce-''Y (3) 
where z is the sample mean. The value, c of c for which L{c) assumes its 
maximum value is, 
a = (z)"^the maximum likelihood estimator of c. (4) 
The estimator c has finite mean if N>2 and finite variance if A^>3. 
The maximum likelihood estimator of truncated exponentional distribution 
has a density f{x), which is the conditional density of z given that Z<XQ. 
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/(x) = ce-"^(l-e-^^o)~^ 0<x<xo (5) 
no maximum likelihood estimator of 0(c~ ) exists and the bias of any 
estimator of 0 tends to -c» as ^ tends to +00. For this reason the 
quantity c instead of c is chosen as the parameter to be estimated. 
Let the samples be Jifi, ^ 2»""»^n' ^^ maximum likelihood function is 
LB (C) = c"' (1 - e-"^o Y" exp - c 2 Xf 
\ 1 
= (c^-^^(l-e-"^0)-' Y 
where 3c is the sample mean. 
logLB=n' (logc-c3c-log(l-^"'^'^0) ) 
£ l £ 8 ^ = „ ' ( , - l_3c- ;co . -^ -0( i_ ,—0)- l ) 
d c ^ 
the function c~^ -X-XQe~^^^(1 -e~^^o)~ is monotonic decreasing in c; 
as c tends to 0, the function tends to ( JTQ /2) and as c tends to infinity, the 
function tends to 0. When 0<Jc<(jco/2), there exist a solution, say c', of 
the equation formed by setting (Slogl.^ /dc) equal to 0. Clearly c'is the 
maximum likelihood estimator of c when 0<Jc<(jco/2). When 
3c>(xo/2), the function L assumes its maximum value for c = 0. The 
maximum likelihood estunator say cg of c can be described as follows 
ic' when 0<x<(xo/2) 
10 when x^(a:o/2) 
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The estimator c is less than n' 
fri ^-^ 
V 1 ) 
which is the estimator c' when 
ri = N (fix)m (4)). Then when «' = Ar, Z,5(c) = L(c)(l-e"' ' '^ ) " . The 
estimator c^, therefore, has finite mean for «'>2 and fmite variance for 
«'>3. 
The joint distribution of a sample of n-independent observations in 
the truncated e:q)onentional distribution (equation (7)) is given by, 
( n \ 
g(xi,---,JC„;c) = c"[l-exp(-c:»co)] " exp - c j ] x/ ; 0<x,<xo 
V 1 ; 
= 0 otherwise 
n 
since this constitutes an exponentional family, then the statistics >* = J ] x/ 
/=l 
there exist uniformly most powerful or uniformly most powerful unbiased 
tests as well as optimum exact confidence limits for the parameter c. Levy 
(1937) obtained the distribution of y^ which will now be done by the 
method of characteristic function. Since the JC,'S are assumed independent 
n 
the characteristic function of J^^/ = >' is given by, 
/=1 
^y{t)AM)Y =b"c" (c- it)-" (l-e-^oic-ii) y 
where ( l - e ~ ^ ^ ) ~ ' 
using the inversion formula for the characteristic function, the density 
function of ^^  is. 
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g(yi ^ ) = ^ ^ ^ " ' ^ i ( - l ) * {ij (y-kxo)"-^; hxQ <y<(ko +l)xo 
where kQ =0,1,---, n-\ 
The ciunulative distribution function of y evaluated at a is, 
a 
Gy{a;c)=lg{y;c)dy 
0 
letting a = {KQ + d)xQ, where KQ is an integer and 0<d<l, then the 
cumulative distribution of y is given by 
k=0 
Q[2iK'o-K + d)xoc,2n] 
where Q (u, v)denote P \x (v) < " j where x (y) is a chi-square variable 
with V- degree of freedom Pearson and Hartley (1956). 
Special case: -
Letfe = A:^,andlet 
k0 
\kj 
,-ckxQ 
= [l.-yio Ck-\ 
0 e 
dy = l - e ' 
The mean of the truncated exponentional distributed random variable for 
^>0,then 
e-y'^dy = ^ 
e e 
E{y)- J y}-e-y'^dy ^-
0 
\y -yie dy 
0 
= - i f c^e"*+^( l - e "* ) = ^ 
-k 
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kd , 
E {y'^)= \y^.-e-y^^dy = -(k^e^+20^k + 20^ ) e"* +20^ 
asAr^oo, E{y)-^0 and E(y^)->20^ 
Viy)^0^ 
The mean of the truncated exponentional random variable with two 
parameters is, 
E(y) = M 
and the variance of the truncated exponentional random variable with two 
parameters is, 
Viy) = 2Z' l-\/2{c^ +2c + 2)e 
-c 
l-e -c 
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BAYESIAN ANALYSIS UNDER TRUNCATION 
1. Introduction: -
Consider the truncated family with probability density function of 
the form, 
/(^l^)=7^V.=o)W (1.1) 
where /i(x)is positive, continuous and decreasing and 0>O is the 
truncation parameter. 
Let a denote an estimate of 6. The loss function, associated with it 
is given by: 
L(0,a) = exp{cia-0))-cia-0)-\ ; ceR (1.2) 
For c>0, the function L(^, a)is symmetric about 0 with over estimation 
being more costly than imder estimation. As | a - ^ |-> oo, the loss L{0, a) 
increases exponentionally when a-0>O, and almost linearly when 
a-0<O. For c<0 the linearly-exponentiality phenomenon is reversed. 
Also when j a - ^ j is very small, L(0, a) is near to c{a- 0) II. 
2. Bayes and Emperical Bayes Estimators: -
For o O , assume that the parameter ^ is a realization of a non-
negative random variable 0 , which has an unknown prior distribution g 
over [0,oo). Then, the Bayes estimator of the parameter 0 given X = x \s 
6g{x) which minimizes, 
X X 
\U0,B)g{0\x)dO= \{txip(c{a-0))-c {a-0)-\}dg{0\x) 
0=0 d=Q 
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X 
among all estimators. Let f{x)= [fix\6)g{0)dO, the marginal 
probability density function of Jf, and ii/{x)= \ ^^^dO. Then the 
marginal probability density function /(x) can be written as 
f(x) = hix)ifr{x) 
. logE{e-'^/X)JogTg{x) 
• (>g{x) = = 
^ c c 
where 
^ f(x\0) gi0)d0 f.^. 
^gix) = --^ = - ^ (2.1) 
I e-'^f{x\e)g{e)de ^-^VW+^W 
with 
K(x)=^ce-"[{f(x\e)g(.0)dey = hix) ] ~ £ ^ 
Note that 
1 < SM = ^^^^^ < e'"" 
f(x) + e'''K{x) 
for any prior distribution g. Therefore, the Bayes estimator Sg{x) satisfies 
the condition 0 < <5^  (x) < x. 
Here we assume that the prior distribution g satisfies: 
Condition (i) gi0 ) = l for some known finite constant 0 . 
Under this condition, for x>0*. 
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( Me)g{e)de 
(2.2) 
if e-'^ f{x\0) g{e)de 
and hence 
Sg{x) = Sg{e*) (2.3) 
The minimum Bayes risk, attained by the Bayes estimator dgix) is 
= E {Q^^[(C {a-e))-c {a-e)-\]] 
= I \{exp[c{dgix)-0]-c(Sg{x)-0)-l}g{x\0)d0f{x)dx 
x=0 0=0 
00 
= J exp(c^^(x)) 
>\ 
\cxp{-c0)gij<\0) -cSgix)+ lc0gix\0)-l 
00 
= 1 
x=0 
lc0g(x\0)-cSgix) 
1^ =0 
J 
f{x)dx 
f{x)dx 
(2.4) 
as exp (c(J^(x) jexp (-c^)g(x|^) = l.The prior distribution g is 
0=0 
unknown and tiie Bayes estimator Jg(-) can not be applied. Here the 
empirical Bayes approach is employed to handle the uncertainty of g. 
In the empirical Bayes, consider independently identically 
distributed random variables (A'i,^i),-",(X„,^„) of (^, ^) where 0 has 
a distribution g and, conditional on ^, Z has a distribution with probability 
density function f{x\0). The random-variable's are observed but the ^'s 
are not. Let 5n{X) = d„{X\X\,"',Xfj)hQ an empirical Bayes estimator of 
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the truncation parameter 0 based on the past data X^„ =(X\y'",X„) and 
the present observation X.Let R (g, S„\^„) be the conditional Bayes risk 
of the estimator S^, given X„and let R(g,S„) = E„ {Rig,S„\X„))be±e 
unconditional Bayes risk of S„, where the expectation E„ is taken with 
respect to X„. Since Sgis the Bayes estimator, 
^(gy^nl^n)-^ (^' ^n) ^ 0^^ all X„and for all n. 
••• R(g.S„)-R(g,Sg)>0 V« 
The nonnegative risk R(g,S„)-R(g,Sg)is used as a measure of 
performance of the empirical Bayes estimator S„. 
A sequence of empirical Bayes estimator {$„ }*_j is said to be 
asymptotically optimal if R(g,S„)-R {g,Sg)-^0as «->oo. Moreover, if 
^{g>^n)~^i8i^g) = 0i^n)y where {a„}^_^ is a sequence of positive 
numbers such that lim a„=0, then the sequence fcj^^jis said to be 
W->00 
asymptotically optimal with convergence rate of order {««}*_]. 
A sequence of empirical Bayes estimator {S„ix)} for the truncation 
parameter is constructed as follows, 
Let {b„} be a. sequence of positive numbers such that lim b„=0, and 
W->00 
lun nb„ =00. For each n and x>0, let 
n->oo 
/ „ W = : ? * i ^ ) i ^ (2.5) 
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where F„(JC) is the empirical distribution based on X_f^. The estimator /„ is 
a kernel estimator with a left sided uniform kernel. Since a left sided kernel 
instead of a symmetric order two (or even higher order) kernel is based on 
two reasons: 
1. The viewpoint of the consideration to avoid dominant bias at the left 
boundary. 
2. An order two (or higher order) kernel we have to assume continuity of 
the second (or higher) derivative f(x). 
Gasser and Muller (1979), Rice (1984) and Schuster (1985) have discussed 
the boundary behavior of kernel estimators and related theory. Also Gasser 
and Muller (9179) and Silverman (1986) have discussed the general 
asymptotic and smoothness assumption. The smoothness of f{x) depends 
on the prior distribution g. Let 
Note that E„K„(x) = K{x). Both /„(;c)and K„{x) are consistent 
estimators for /(x) and A^ (jc) respectively. Let 
e-'^/M + KM 
where a v b=max (a,b) and 0/0 = 0. The proposed sequence of empirical 
Bayes estimators {S„ (•)} is 
S„ (x) = i log T„ {x)I^^^ ^, j(x) + i log T„ (0* )/( ,^^ «,) (X) (2.7) 
Note that the past the past data X^n is iihplicitly contamed in the subscript n 
ofS„. 
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3. Asymptotic optimality and Convergence Rate: -
The Bayes risk R {g, S„ ) of <J„ can be written as, 
00 k 
0 ^=0 
X 
+ \ceg{e\x)-\}f{x)dx 
00 X 
= lE„{exv{ciS„(x)-Sg(x))]-cS„(x)+ lcOgi0\x)d0-l}f{x)dx (3.1) 
0 ^=0 
Also for x>0*,vfe have Sg(x) = Sg(0*) and S„(x) = S„i0*). Then from 
(2.4) and (3.1), we obtain 
0<Rig,S„)-R(g,Sg) 
= lE„{cxp[ci5„(x)-Sg{x))]-c{S„{x)-Sg{x))-l}f(x)dx 
x=0 
00 
= \E„{exp[c(S„{x) - Sg(x))]-c{S„(x) - Sg(x)) -l}f(x)dx 
x=0 
+ E„{txp[ciS„{0*)-Sg{0*))]-c{S„{0*)-Sg{0*)-l}{\-F{0*)} 
(3.2) 
where F is the distribution function of / . Let F/^^ be the Lebesgue 
measure and F°° be the product measure induced by Xj, • • •, X„, • • •. By the 
Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem and the limiting result 
lim S„(x)-Sg(x)y Vigi, - F * -a.s., we can pass to the limit inside the 
integral and expectations of (3.2) and get lim R(g,S„)-R(g,Sg) = 0. 
/I->00 
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That is asymptotic optimality is obtained. Let g be such a prior distribution 
that are satisfied conditions (ii) and (iii). 
Condition (ii): As Z> -> 0 
where 6Q is the left boundary of g' s support. 
Condition (iii): For any b>Q, 
o]b-'r' mat 
f *E ^ < o o 
With the translated exponentional distribution 
f{x\ 6) = Xe~^ ^^~^^I^Qa3){x)foi the lifetime model, a sufficient condition 
for both conditions (ii) and (iii) is that the marginal probability density 
function /(jc) is decreasing. It is common to expect a decreasing probability 
density function for lifetime model. However, if we do not expect a 
decreasing marginal probability density function, then an alterative sufficient 
condition for conditions (ii) and (iii) is that g is Lipschitz continuous. 
For the Pareto distribution, we have f{x \6) = a6^ I x ^{0,ao) > where 
a>0 is known and where ;cand 0 can be explained as income and 
minimum income respectively. Same as in the translated exponentional 
distribution, the decreasing property assumption of f{x) is sufficient for 
conditions (ii) and (iii). However, the decreasingness of / (x) , which is 
common in the lifetime model, may not be realistic for income data. The 
Lipschitz continuity assumption on g. 
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\gix + t)-g{x) ^ ^ . n 
sujj ^ <a for some constant « > 0 , 
/ ,X€ (0,^*1 t 
ensures that the minimum income distribution ghas bounded fu^t divided 
difference (or derivative if it exists) everywhere. This assumption together 
with the assunq)tion that ^Q > 0 are sufficient for conditions (ii) and (iii). 
3.1 Lemma: For a,6^0, e""'^ -{a-b)-\<{e'' -e^f. 
By above Lemma and the definitions of 5^ {x) and 5g {x), we have 
i:„{exp [ c ((J„(x)-<5^W)]-c (^„(x)-(5^(x)-l} 
<£„{expc(^„(x)) -exp(c(Jg(x))}^ 
= E, fnix) (-I e-^'f„{x) + K„{x) 
( 
• v l ) - /W 
< E, 
n 
fnix) 
e-^fix) + Kix) 
fix) 
-ex e-''f„(x) + K„{x) e-^f{x)^-K{x) A e 
ex 
J 
(3.3) 
since 1 <. T„{X) < e^^and 1 < Tg(x) ^ e^^. A lemma due to Singh (1977) 
is needed. 
Singh's Lemma. Let y,z^O and I > 0 be a real numbers. If Y and Z are 
two random variables, then for every r > 0, 
E{\y/z-Y/Z\ALY 
where the expectation E is taken with respect to the joint distribution of 
{Y,Z). 
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Proceeding from (3.3), we have 
£„(exp[c(^„(x) - dgix))] - c{5^{x) - Sg{x) -1} 
8 c / . . „ ^ r...M E„(f„{x)-f{x)) 
2 
2 
{e-''f(x) + K{x)) 
^ 12 e^'^ E„ ( g-" V„ (x) + /:„ jx) - e-'^f{x) - K{x)] 
[e-'''f{x) + K{x)f 
^ 20 (E„fr, (x) - fix)) ^ + 32 Var {f„ (x)) + 24 e^'^ Var K„ (x) 
(3.4) 
as var(A' + 7) < 2 (var^ + var 7) for random variables X and Y. 
Lemma 3.2. For x > 0, we have 
(a) Far ( /„ (x) ) < b'^ ^^^^ f{t)dt/{nb„) 
(b) Var K„{x)< c^ y/{x) /i(x)(l-e"2^')/(2«) 
Proof, (a) 
Var ( / (;c))-^^^^''^"^"^^'^^^^^"^^'^' '^^^' '^^^^^ 
F(x + 6„)-F(x) _ ^H' f " / (O^^ 
nbl nb„ 
2 2 
(b) Var (K„(x)) = ^~^Var {e''''^ h-\Xi) /(o,;c](A',)) 
<£^£„(e-^'^l(/.-'(A',))^/(0,xl(Jf,)] 
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< ^ ^ ^ ]e~^''h-\t)yr{t)dt 
" 0 
^ c V ( x ) h{x) (1-e-^^^) 
(Proved) 
from (3.4) and Lemma 3.2, 
/£„{ exp[c((5„(x)-(y^W)]-c ( ^ ^ ( x ) - ^ ^ W - l } 
0 
^ J^ 326;^f^V(0^r ^^^ e^ 20f(.HEMx)-Ax)f^^ 
/w«*« A /w 
+ r V ij^^ 
x4 
(3.6) 
as /2(x) / [e-^''f(x) + ^ (x)] 2 < e^c * By condition (ii) and (iii), we have 
(3.6) = 0 (-4-) + 0 (i,2) + o (i). (3.7) 
nb„ n 
Also from Lemma 3.2 and conditions (ii) and (iii), we get 
E„{txp[c{S„i0*)-Sg{e)*)]-c{S„{0*)-Sgi0)*)-\} 
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nb„ n 
Above results are summarized as in the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1 Let {^n}^=i^ ^® sequence of empirical Bayes estimators 
constructed. Suppose conditions (i),(ii) and (iii) hold. Then {< „^}^ =iis 
asymptotically optimal, as « -> oo, 
R ig,S„)-Rig,Sg) = 0 (-l-) + 0{b^) + 0 (-) 
nb 
n n 
4. A Lower Bound for R{g^ <^« ) - R{g, S„):-
Consider the translated exponential distribution with h{x) = e~^. 
We assume that the prior distribution g as given below, 
0, ife<0. 
s{0)=\U'^e, ifo<0<i, (4.1) 
Then, 
/w= 
1, if0>L 
ifO<x<l 
-e^'"", if x>\ 
12 
Conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) are satisfied. Also, 
c{e —e 
(4.2) 
K{x) = \ 2{c-\) 
, - j f 
C ^ A-cx 
c-\ \-c 
//0<x<l, 
if x>\. 
(4.3) 
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and rg{x) = ' 
' 
ce 
ce 
c 
-X 
c-
-1_ 
-1 
-e 
-1 
-e~ 
-ex 
•c ' 
if 0<jc<l , 
if x>\. 
(4.4) 
(When c = l, the above expression for K{x) and Tg{x) are still valid by 
tacking lim.) For the prior distribution g given in (4.1), we claim the 
c->l 
following result. 
Theorem 4.1 Let {^^l^-ibe the sequence of empirical Bayes estimators. 
Assume that lim sup nb„=/3 with 0<)ff<cx). If the prior distribution gis 
the one given in (4.1), then 
R{g.S„)-R{g,Sg) > r\i^b„)-^+r2bn 
for some constants ;'i > 0 and ^2 ^ ^ • 
The lower bound rate in Theorem 4.1 is established below. Note that 
R(g,S„)-R{g,Sg) 
1 
= lE„{txv[c{S„(x)-Sg(x))]-c{S„ix)-Sg{x)-\ )f{x)dx 
x=0 
+ E„{exp[ciS„(l)-Sg(m-c{S„(\)-Sg(l)-l}[l-Fi\)] 
1 
= J E„ '^-log^-ll/(.)^. 
vg 8' 
+ E, 
n 
! f l « - i o g M ) - i [ l-F(l)] . 
(4.5) 
The following two inequalities are needed. 
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Lemma 4.1. 
( ^ . . - l o g . - l , 
2 
For every jce(0,1], 
log^-1, 
•"n -1 
VS g' ) 
>-E 
n 
' ( I«W _1)2 liln^<X 
V "g 
-2cx 
for 0<t<l, 
for t>\. 
+ -E 
En ((r„ W - Tg W )2 /(r„ (x) < Tg {X)] 
-2cx 
-2cx 
^—E„{T„(,x)-Tg{x)) . (4.6) 
From (4.5) and (4.6), 
-2c 1 
^(g,<J„)-^(^,^^) ^ - r - j£„(r„( :c)- r^(x))VW^^ 
x=0 
--2 c 
+ ^^ ; , (7 ; , a ) -7g( l ) )^ [ l -^ ( l ) ] . (4.7) 
Let 0<A<l/2bean arbitrary positive number. For x€(A,l-A),iet 
Bn{x)= ^(—^T^^ ->1) and B'„ix) = l-B„{x) 
e-''f„(x) + K„(x) 
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Lemma 4.2. For A < jc ^  1 - A, we have 
lim£„(5j(x)) = 0and \\m E„iB„{y:)) = l 
/I—>oo n-»oo 
Proof. Assume n is sufficiently large such that b„<A to ensure x + b„ 
inside (0,1) • For jc e (A, 1 - A), 
E„{B'„{x)) = P fM <1 
[e-^^f„(x)-i-K„(x) J 
= P{il-e-''')(f„{x)-fix))-(K„{x)-K{x))<-il-e-'^)f(x) + K{x)} 
Since f{x) is constant for XG(0,1] as appeared in (4.2), Ef„{x) = f(x). 
Also £„ A /^,(Jc) = Ar(jc). Therefore, 
^ « { ( l - ^ " ' ' ' ) [ / „ ( ^ ) - / ( ^ ) ] - [ ^ n ( ^ ) - ^ ( ^ ) ] } = 0. 
Also, from (4.2) and (4.3), 
(l-e-'*)fix)-K(x) = 1 
-cx\ 
1 + > 0 
J c-\ c-\ 
for 0 < X < 1. By Chebychev's inequality, Lemma 3.2 and equation (3.6), 
£n(B'„(x)) 
<4Var[{l-e-'')f„(x)-K„{x)] . ce e 1 + 
c-\ c-\ 
< 8{Fa/-[(l.-e-^')/„(x)]+ Var[K„(x)]} 1 + 
- r . \ - ^ 
\ c-\ c-\ 
< 8 
r -X -cx\~'^f 
\ c-\ c-\ J 
h{x)ii/{x-i-h^ c^h{x)\i/{x) 
\ nb. In 
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which tends to 0 as «->oo. Therefore, we have lim £„(5j(:c)) = 0 and 
- n->cio 
lim E„{B^{x)) = \. 
«->oo 
f 2 —1 
Lemma 4.3. We have \E„{rn{x)-Tg{x)) f(x)dx> y\{nb„) for 
0 
some constant T'. > o • 
Proof. We have 
1 1-A 
\E„{T„{X)- Tg(x)ffix)dx > JE„[T„{x)-Tg(x)fB„(x)]f{x)dx. 
0 A 
For X € [A, 1 - A], we have 
E„[{T„ix)-Tg(x)fB„{x)] 
= E. fnix) c-l 
-X „-CX 
e-'^f„{x) + K„ix) ce-'-e 
Bn(x) (4.8) 
E„f„{x) = nx), 
E„K„(x) = K(x),Var {fn{x)) = f{x){\-bj{x)) I inb„), 
E„K„{x) = K(x) Var {K„(x)) = Oi\/n). For x>0 and as n-^oo, 
^|^ [fni^)-nx)]-^N(0, fix)) 
^ [KM - K{x)]-^0, and 
4^[e-'''f„(x)-K (x)]-^NiO,nx)) 
and 
-ex [e-^ V„ W - K„{x)]--^[e-^^nx) - K(x)] = ce —e 
2(c - l ) 
Hence, by Slutsky's theorem, 
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4nb~ fnix) c-\ 
.-X . „-cx 
^ ^ / n W + ^ n W ce^-e j 
B„{x) 
•^N fni^) 0, 
2, 
(4.9) 
Let the variance be <T (x). The following convergence theorem is needed: 
2 2 
If U„-^U is distribution, then EU < \immfEU„. The above theorem can 
be easily obtained jfrom Skorohod's theorem and Fatou's lemma. For (4.8) 
and (4.9), we have 
1-A 
liminf JE„[nb„{T„(x)-Tg(x)f B„{x)]f{x)dx 
A 
1-A 
> jlimmfE„[nb„{T„(x)-Tgix)f B„(x)]fix)dx 
A 
> l^Mdx>0. 
Hence there exists a constant / i > 0 such that 
1 
\E„[(T„ix)-Tgix)]^nx)dx > riinb„)-\ 
Lemma 4.4. Suppose that limsup nb„=fi with 0</?<oo. Then there 
n->oo 
exists a constant ^2 > 0 such that 
En[T„(l)-Tgil)f>r2bl 
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Proof. Let .4„ = / ( | r„(l) - r^(l) | ^ *« )• Then 
^n ^n(1) -H(1))^ ^hlE„{ A„ B„(1)) 
>biE„l(T„il)-Tg{l)> b„)B„(l) 
Ad) 
= 6 2 p 
= biP< 
e-'/„{!) +K„(\) ce-'-e 
fn(X) 
^ - 1 
^ 
y 
V"^^ c - 1 
-1 -c e-'^/„(!) +K„{\) ce-'-e - ^ ^ n 
^ Ylbn, (for «large) 
where Y2 is any number satisfying Q<Y2 <!-<!*(V>^/cr(l)) with <D the 
cumulative distribution function of the standard normal. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. 
Theorem 4.1 is a direct result of (4.7), Lenmia 4.3 and 4.4. 
From Theorem 3.1 and 4.1, there is a prior distribution g satisfying 
conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) such that 
n{nb„)-^ +r2bn ^^ig,^„)-Rig.Sg) = oi-^) + o(bh 
nb„ 
—1/3 
with Z>„ = O (« ) the optimal convergence rate of the proposed estimator 
is of order 0(n '^^^) . 
5. Simulation Studies: -
Monte Carlo studies have been carried out to investigate the performance of 
the proposed emphical Bayes estimator S„. In this simulation study, we 
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consider the translated exponentional distribution with h(x) = e ^. Two 
prior distributions are studied. They are: 
fO, if0<O, 
gm= -+-e, if o<e<i, 
2 2 
g2(^) = 
1 
0, 
/ / 0>L 
2 e - l 2e-\ 
ifO<0, 
if O<0<\, 
if 0>\. 
For each prior distribution Gj, let fj{x) denote the corresponding marginal 
probability density function of the random variable X. Then, 
g lW = 
0, 
J. 
2' 
12^ ' 
/2W = 
0, 
2 e - l 
{e~''-xe~''). 
if 
if 
if 
) . 
x<0. 
0<x<l, 
x>l. 
ifx<0. 
if 0<x<l, 
2e _, if x>l. 
2e-\ 
we take c = \. At state n + 1, let X/i =(^i>—->^/j) denote the past n 
random observations and X„^\ denote the present random observation. 
Define 
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Consider the expectation of D„{X„j^.\) taken with respect to {J^^,X„^{). 
Then, 
00 
= E„ \[QXv{5„{X)-dg{X))-{Sr,{X)-dg{X))-\] f{x)dx 
jc=0 
=R{g,S„)-R{g,6g) (5.1) 
That is, D„(X„+i) is an unbiased estimator of the risk of the empirical 
Bayes estimator 5„. Our simulation study is based on equation (5.1). the 
simulation schemes used are described below. 
(a) General random variables X\,-",X„^\ according to a distribution 
function Fi{x) having fi{x) as its probability density function. 
—1/3 
(b) Compute S„{X„^x\ <^g(-^«+l) and I>„(v^„+i) using b^^n 
(c) The above process was repeated 500 times. Denote the jth run 
sampled D„ {X^^x) value by D„y, y = 1, • • • ,500. Let 
_ J 500 _ 
D„- ^ D„j. We use Z)„ as an estimator of the risk 
" 500 f j "-^  
R{gyS„)-R(gySg). The associated standard deviation of the 
sample mean D„ is estimated by SE{D„), where 
_ _ 1 500 _ 
SE^{D„) = T(D„f-D„f. 
" 499X500'T'j "-^ " 
Table 1 and 2 are simulation results with prior distributions gj and g2-
Values of n D„ are provided. They are becoming stable when n is 
getting large. 
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n 
D„ 
SEiD„) 
n'l'D^ 
n 
Dn 
SE(D„) 
n'"D„ 
n 
Dn 
SE(D„) 
n'I'Dn 
n 
Dn 
SE(D„) 
n'^'D„ 
40 
12.892(-3) 
6.831(-4) 
0.1509 
240 
7.145(-3) 
4.838(-4) 
0.2759 
560 
3.920(-3) 
2.982(-4) 
0.2663 
1360 
2.083(-3) 
1.730(-4) 
0.2557 
80 
10.723(-3) 
6.170(-4) 
0.1992 
280 
5.9656(-3) 
4.250(-4) 
0.2549 
720 
3.387(-3) 
2.783(-4) 
0.2721 
1520 
1.921(-3) 
1.730(-4) 
0.2540 
120 
8.599(-3) 
5.538(-4) 
0.2092 
320 
5.432(-3) 
3.924(-4) 
0.2541 
880 
2.775(-3) 
2.462(-4) 
0.2503 
1680 
1.896(-3) 
1.6844(-4) 
0.2679 
160 
7.918(-3) 
5.310(-4) 
0.234 
360 
4.812(-3) 
3.825(-4) 
0.2435 
1040 
2.767(-3) 
2.105(-4) 
0.2840 
1840 
1.763(-3) 
1.592(-4) 
0.2647 
200 
6.919(-3) 
4.825(-4) 
0.2366 
400 
4.690(-3) 
3.444(-4) 
0.2550 
1200 
2.121(-3) 
1.720(-4) 
0.2396 
2000 
1.594(-3) 
1.377(-4) 
0.2530 
Table 1. Small sample perfonnance of S„ using prior gi 
*The entry 1.342 (-3) means 1.342 x 10"^, 
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n 
Dn 
SE(D„) 
n'"D^ 
n 
D„ 
SE(D„) 
n'"D„ 
n 
Dn 
SE(D„) 
n'l'B„ 
n 
^n 
SE(D„) 
n'1% 
40 
10.797(-3) 
5.926(-4) 
0.1263 
240 
4.281(-3) 
2.651(-4) 
0.1653 
560 
3.006(-3) 
2.129(-4) 
0.2043 
1360 
2.073(-3) 
1.600(-4) 
0.2544 
80 
7.564(-3) 
4.219(-4) 
0.1404 
280 
4.976(-3) 
2.761(-4) 
0.2130 
720 
2.975(-3) 
2.101(-4) 
0.2375 
1520 
1.821(-3) 
1.400(-4) 
0.2408 
120 
6.728(-3) 
3.709(-4) 
0.1637 
320 
4.433(-3) 
2.696(-4) 
0.2074 
880 
2.302(-3) 
1.777(-4) 
0.2114 
1680 
1.752(-3) 
1.418(-4) 
0.2475 
160 
5.317(-3) 
3.045(-4) 
0.1567 
360 
4.171(-3) 
2.642(-4) 
0.2111 
1040 
2.276(-3) 
1.674(-4) 
0.2336 
1840 
1.710(-3) 
1.524(-4) 
0.2924 
200 
5.192(-3) 
4.983(-4) 
0.1776 
400 
4.178(-3) 
2.629(-4) 
0.2268 
1200 
2.498(-3) 
1.824(-4) 
0.2820 
2000 
1.544(-3) 
1.251(-4) 
0.2452 
Table 2. Small sample perfonnance of S„ using prior g2 
* The entry 1.342 (-3) means 1.342Z10~^. 
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